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ABSTRACT

COLIN RALSTON LICKWAR: The role of Set2, transcription factor residence, and
nucleosome spacing in the dynamic access of genomic information
(Under the direction of Jason D. Lieb, PhD)

DNA is a heteropolymer that serves as a mutable form of storage for genomic
information. Nucleosomes condense genomes by wrapping 147 bp of negatively
charged DNA around a positively charged histone core.

Histone modifications and

selective placement of nucleosomes expand and allow for regulated access of the
information content in DNA. Understanding and predicting the placement and
organization of nucleosomes, as well as the dynamics of genome utilization, is therefore
critical for expanding our knowledge of life.
A complex set of machinery regulates RNA polymerase II passage through a
nucleosomal template. Loss of the histone H3K36 methyltransferase, SET2, leads to
aberrant (cryptic) transcription initiation from within the coding region of genes due to an
inability to regulate chromatin reassembly following transcription. We used whole
genome microarrays to map and identify sites of aberrant transcription initiation in set2Δ.
We developed a statistically principled algorithm to show there is no evidence that
cryptic initiation occurs more frequently in long or infrequently transcribed genes.
I adapted an assay to study the residence dynamics of the S. cerevisiae
transcription factor, Rap1, genome-wide. Rap1 binds with a long residence at highly
transcribed genes promoters. These sites typically have a high Rap1 affinity motif and
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low in vitro affinity for the formation of nucleosomes. In contrast, we find that sites with
short Rap1 binding typically have high nucleosome occupancy and fast histone turnover.
We propose that an active regulated competition between transcription factors and
nucleosomes can regulate transcription factor residence and function.
The HMGB class of proteins is known to influence the dynamics of nucleosomes
and transcription factors. We mapped the distribution of the major nuclear HMGB
containing proteins by ChIP-seq, genome accessibility using FAIRE-seq, and mapped
nucleosomes using MNase-seq in an HMGB mutant. We identified linker length
differences between several strains. This linker length change allowed us to identify
invariant nucleosome boundaries and test the underlying principles of nucleosome
positioning in S. cerevisiae. Collectively, these studies provide a richer picture of how
DNA access is regulated by complex nucleosome-mediated mechanisms.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a polymer that serves as a mutable form of
storage for hereditary information. The complete collection of an organism’s hereditary
genetic information is called a genome. To successfully store genomic information,
organisms must deal with packaging the stiff negatively charged DNA fiber into a small
space, while maintaining the ability to access the information contained in DNA rapidly.
Eukaryotic genomes can range from up to 1011 bp of DNA in plants1 to only ~5X105 bp.
in Chorarachniophytes and Cryptomonads2. Human genomes are comprised of 3X109
bp3, and the model organism, Saccharomyces cerevisiae’s, genome is 1.2X107 bp4.
Despite these broad variations in genome size, the fundamental form of packaging and
compaction in eukaryotes is the initial wrapping of 147 bp of DNA 1.7 superhelical turns
around a positively charged histone core to form the nucleosome5. Nucleosomes are
separated by an intervening piece of linker DNA, which can vary in length6. As a result,
nucleosomes can cover from 60 to 90 percent of the genome7,8.
Nucleosomes restrict access to particular regions of the genome and allow for
regulation of process such as transcription factor binding and gene expression. The
dynamic access to the information encoded in genomes is central to development and a
response to the environment. As a result, a large cohort of chromatin proteins work to
modulate nucleosome positioning and accessibility, and ultimately, increase the
information capacity of DNA9. For these reasons, the principles and mechanisms that
position nucleosomes has become an area of substantial interest.

Nucleosome positioning and occupancy in cell populations
Every nucleosome is uniquely positioned at a particular genomic position in each
nucleus. However, in a cell population, nucleosomes are not always positioned at the
same precise region of the genome (Figure 1-1a). Currently, researchers rely on
genome-wide nucleosome maps generated from the average occupancy of individual
nucleosomes within a population. These nucleosome occupancy maps contain no
specific information on how neighboring nucleosomes are positioned within a unique
nucleus10-12 (Figure 1-1b,c). In addition, these average occupancy maps are often used
to identify the predominant position of nucleosomes within the population.

This

complicates understanding of the actual principles that position nucleosomes on a single
genome.
Despite limitations in defining nucleosome positioning, a canonical organization
for nucleosome occupancy surrounding coding regions has been identified in S.
cerevisiae and many other eukaryotes13 (Figure 1-2).

In a population of cells,

consistently positioned nucleosomes reside at the 5’ beginning (+1) and 3’ end of coding
regions (TN)14,15. On average, nucleosomes are spaced regularly with regard to this +1
nucleosome into the body of the gene16. However, nucleosomes within the middle of
coding regions frequently become inconsistently positioned within the population12.
Consistent positioning of nucleosomes at either end of coding regions is directed by
specific nucleosome boundaries, which generate nucleosome free regions (NFRs) and
force neighboring regions to have well-positioned nucleosomes12,14-17. NFRs at the 5’
end of genes also allow for regulated access to sequence specific transcription factors
and other transcription initiation components18. Similarly, the 3’ nucleosome depleted
regions may coordinate aspects of transcription termination15,19.
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Figure 1-1. Current genome-wide maps of nucleosmes represent an average of the
population assayed. (a) While the position of each nucleosome is distinct in each cell,
positions are not uniform across populations. (b)The average of this signal is defined as
the nucleosome occupancy. (c) From nucleosome occupancy the average linker length
between nucleosome and nuclesome repeat length (nucleosome to nucleosome
distance) can be calculated.

Recent studies to identify the components that contribute to the positioning of
nucleosomes and nucleosome boundaries have identified many factors, which appear to
work in concert. These include an underlying steric hindrance model termed statistical
positioning14,16, DNA sequence10, ATP dependent chromatin remodelers12,20,21, DNA
binding proteins22, linker proteins6,23,24, and higher order chromatin structure, such as the
30 nm fiber25,26.
Statistical positioning of nucleosomes
In the 1980’s a statistical positioning hypothesis was put forth as an explanation for how
nucleosomes are positioned16,27. In its simplest form, statistical positioning is the idea
that nucleosomes position themselves randomly on the DNA sequence12,17. The
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positioning of nucleosomes is then just the result of nucleosome density, steric
hindrance, and regions of the DNA that function as boundaries and can exclude
nucleosome formation.

Quantitative models of statistical positioning have performed

well in predicting nucleosome positioning14,17, though recently, DNA sequence and
chromatin remodelers have been proposed to account for this overlap12.
DNA sequence influences nucleosome positioning
Each unique DNA sequence combination results in an altered capacity to form a
nucleosome10. AA/TT dinucleotides with 10bp periodicity, offset by 5 bp with 10 bp
periodic GC dinucleotides, preferentially form nucleosomes due to their intrinsic
curvature28,29. In contrast, sequences, such as A/T rich stretches, can exclude
nucleosome formation10,30-32. It has been proposed that Poly (dA:dT) DNA is especially
stiff, and therefore is poorly incorporated into the curved structure required for
nucleosome formation

31-33

. Poly(dA:dT) stretches serve as major determinants of NFRs

in yeast34,35. However, the extent to which sequence actually contributes to nucleosome
positioning in vivo has been debated,10,11 and recent studies suggest the positioning of
nucleosomes is dictated largely by chromatin remodelers12,20.
Chromatin remodelers position nucleosomes and regulate access to DNA
Chromatin remodelers play a critical role in the organization and access of genetic
information36. They function generally by using ATP to physically move, or disassemble
restrictive nucleosomes36. These actions allow for gated access to transcription factor
binding and transcription through a chromatin template18. Studies adding whole cell
extract (WCE) with and without ATP to in vitro reconstituted nucleosomes, have found
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+1

TN

NFR

Figure 1-2. A canonical nucleosome organization surrounding coding regions in
S. cerevisiae. Well-positioned nucleosomes flank the beginning (+1) and end of coding
regions (TN). Nucleosomes become less well-positioned in the body of the coding
region. Upstream of the +1 nucleosome a nucleosome free region (NFR) is thought to
serve as a platform for the coordination of polymerase assembly and sequence-specific
transcription factor binding.
that the periodicity and phasing of nucleosomes is ATP-dependent12. This suggests
that ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers can overcome nucleosome positioning that
results from an inherent sequence-based mechanism, and that statistical positioning
does not influence nucleosome positioning12.
Indeed, chromatin remodelers play specialized roles in the positioning of
nucleosomes. Isw2 may reinforce boundary positioned nucleosomes by stabilizing the
invariantly-positioned nucleosomes near the transcriptional start site of genes37.
Alternatively, chromatin remodelers can promote boundaries by excluding nucleosomes.
The RSC complex has been shown to have a strong influence in generating nucleosome
excluding boundaries/NFRs at promoters21,38,39. Deposition of Htz1 by the SWR1
complex at promoter nucleosomes, may further define nucleosomes surrounding
boundaries40.
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The chromatin remodeler family, ISWI, functions to space nucleosomes an equal
distance apart41,42. In S. cerevisiae, deletion of ISW1 leads to shifts of nucleosome
positioning primarily in coding regions41. The targeting of the Isw1 complex may be
mediated by its association with Ioc4p, a PWWP motif containing protein, which interacts
with the coding-region-specific H3k36me3 histone modification43.

This provides a

plausible mechanism for how relatively equal nucleosome spacing in coding regions is
exclusively maintained (Figure 1-2). Furthermore, loss of ISW1, ISW2 and CHD1 results
in major changes in nucleosome occupancy in gene coding regions20.

While the

versatility of chromatin remodelers in providing a dynamic role in chromatin organization
is attractive, it is not entirely clear if they specify the density of nucleosomes or the linker
distance between each adjacent nucleosomes genome-wide.
Linker length can influence the position of the majority of nucleosomes
Nucleosomes are spaced by an intervening stretch of linker DNA (Figure 1-1a,c).
Linker DNA length and the nucleosome repeat length can vary within an individual cell,
between developmental stage, cell type, and between organisms6,44.

Eukaryotic

nucleosome repeat lengths have been shown to range from a minimum of 155 bp in
Schizosaccharomyces pombe8 to ~240 bp in Thyone briareus7. Within the same human
individual, average linker length varied from 47 bp (194 bp repeat length) in granulocytes
to a 57 bp linker (204 bp repeat length) in CD4+ T cells6. Furthermore, euchromatic and
heterochromatic regions within CD4+ T cells showed a range of linker lengths,
presumably within the same nucleus6. Despite having such a profound impact on
nucleosome positioning genome-wide, little is known about the regulation and
implications of altering linker length45.
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Histone H1 binds linker DNA and increases nucleosome spacing
In eukaryotes, one or a subset of the linker histone H1s46 bind to linker DNA causing a
physical or electrostatic barrier to close nucleosome spacing, without the use of ATP47.
Though the HHO1 gene is considered by some to be a bona fide histone H1 homolog in
S. cerevisiae48, attempts to confirm Hho1 is a canonical H1 protein have been
ambiguous49. However, like canonical histone H1, Hho1 forms a complex with dinucleosomes48, is nuclear50, and contains key binding residues conserved with the
globular domain of Histone H5 from chicken51. Hho1 does not, however, contain a
canonical C-terminal tail52,53. In S. cerevisiae, there are also fewer molecules of H1
relative to nucleosomes than in other eukaryotes44, varying from 1 in 454 to 1 in 37
molecules55.

However, a kinetic pause during MNase digestion leaves a protected

fragment of 168 bp when Hho1 is present at a 1:1 ratio with nucleosomes in H1-stripped
HeLa cell chromatin48. Despite this property, loss of HHO1 in S. cerevisiae does not
show a detectable change in dinucleosome ladder length following MNase digestion as
compared to Wild type48, suggesting that the influence of Hho1 over linker length may be
minimal in certain contexts in vivo56. In other species, the positive relationship between
histone H1 concentration and linker length is apparent6,23,44,47.
The 30 nm fiber and DNA helical repeat influence the formation of nucleosome
arrays
Histone H1 and some chromatin remodelers work to generate a consistent spacing
between nucleosomes42,44. A primary consequence of a consistent regulated repeat
length is the formation of higher order chromatin organizations such as the 30 nm
fiber26,45,57. The 30 nm fiber organization further condenses chromatin by generating
stacked arrays of nucleosomes45. The precise structure of the 30nm fiber is unknown
and likely variable45. Two major competing models for this structure exist: a one-start
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solenoid with bent linker DNA and a two start zigzag model with straight linker DNA26,45.
Both models rely on a roughly consistent spacing of nucleosomes.
For repeating nucleosome arrays to form consistent higher order chromatin
structures, they also require the coordination of the DNA polymer. The helical twist of
DNA creates one full turn every ~10.5 bp58. As linker length increases, each 1 bp change
results in a ~35° rotation of an adjacent nucleosome around the helical axis59. For this
reason, it has been proposed that nucleosome repeat length is generally limited to
10n+5 bp, ensuring that the ~10 bp helical twist of DNA can result in the formation of a
consistent, stable, higher order chromatin structure25,59 Both the linker length and its
relative flexibility or confirmation then becomes crucial for the regulation and
organization of chromatin.
HMGB proteins bend DNA and increase nucleosome accessibility
Though nucleosome repeat length seems to be highly regulated

6,44

, the only other

protein known to alter linker length on a broad scale is the Drosophila high mobility
group box (HMGB) protein, HMG-D24. H1 and HMGB proteins may perform opposing
functions in the regulation of nucleosome accessibility on individual nucleosomes

60

and

broad chromatin scale61 by competing for binding to nucleosomal DNA62. HMGB proteins
are small, abundant, non-histone chromatin proteins conserved throughout eukaryotes61.
They typically bind in a sequence non-specific manner to both naked DNA and
nucleosomes61.

HMGB proteins function to bend DNA, increase accessibility to

nucleosomes, and accelerate the binding turnover of DNA-associated proteins60,61,63,64.
In yeast, six nuclear HMGB proteins exist; Nhp6a, Nhp6b, Hmo1, Ixr1, Nhp10,
and the sequence specific transcription factor, Rox165. Nhp6a and Nhp6b are two highly
similar model HMGB proteins65. They interact genetically with many chromatin
remodelers suggesting a general or collaborative role in regulating nucleosome–
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mediated access to DNA65. As a result, understanding how and where HMGB proteins
function may provide an additional layer of nucleosome accessibility information that can
be overlaid on nucleosome positioning maps.
Dynamic nucleosome accessibility selectively partitions genomic information
Dynamic placement of nucleosomes allows for the temporal regulation of genomic
information. Often this regulation manifests at the level of gene expression. Recent
genome-wide studies using FAIRE66, DNase67 and MNase6 have provided powerful
insights into what portion of the genome is dynamically accessible.

Cumulatively,

studies have identified that nucleosomes provide a substantial barrier to transcription
factor binding68, transcription69, and DNA repair70.
Nucleosome mediated regulation of transcription factor binding
The S. cerevisiae, PHO5 promoter, exemplifies a model system for nucleosomemediated regulation of transcription factor binding and transcriptional regulation68. The
PHO5 gene is expressed in low phosphate conditions and repressed under high
phosphate conditions. During repression, promoter nucleosomes are positioned over
the TATA box and the binding site for the sequence-specific transcription factor, Pho4, at
the PHO5 promoter. This configuration prevents Pho4 binding and transcriptional
activation70,71. Switching to low phosphate conditions, recruits the chromatin remodelers,
SWI/SNF and INO80, evicting nucleosomes from the PHO5 promoter, allowing Pho4 to
bind and activate PHO5 transcription68,72.
While this model provides a plausible mechanism for regulation of most genes,
far more complex and subtle mechanisms for regulating the nature of transcription factor
access, and ultimately, the amount of transcription have been discovered71,73. Factors
like, transcription factor concentration30, binding site affinity71, cofactor cooperativity74,75,
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long range interactions76, nucleosome modifications77,78, nucleosome competition73,79
and nucleosome co-occupancy80 can all regulate how often transcription factors gain
access to DNA and perform their function.
Transcription factor residence dynamics are largely unexplored
Chromatin immuno-precipitation (ChIP) based assays have provided a powerful
method for defining the presence or absence of specific transcription factors and other
proteins at locations across the genome81. However, because they provide a snapshot
average of a cell population, they are essentially blind to how long proteins reside on
DNA. As a result, the length of transcription factor residence has been difficult to quantify
genome-wide82. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) provides high
temporal resolution for transcription factor binding dynamics, but its utility is frequently
limited to relatively few loci with sufficient fluorescent intensity83-87. Furthermore, foci are
often generated through the introduction of artificial arrays of binding sites86.
Though many transcription factors have relatively long residence (10+ minutes)
on DNA in vitro, transcription factors often exhibit substantially faster dynamics in vivo as
measured by FRAP85,86. For example, the glucocorticoid receptor has an in vitro
residence time of 90 minutes88. In vivo, however, glucocorticoid receptor exhibits
exceptionally short residence on the range of several seconds85,86. Despite the apparent
transient interaction of GR in vivo, relatively long binding events are still associated with
more highly transcribed loci85,89.

Similarly, FRAP of heat shock factor (HSF) in

Drosophila is bound longer under activating heat shock conditions84.

This leads

generally to a model where longer binding of transcription factors is associated with
more transcription, presumably through the increased probability in recruiting or
stabilizing transcription initiation complexes30. However, it is not clear what causes the
disparity in residence time of transcription factors in vitro and in vivo.
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Competition ChIP can measure transcription factor residency genome-wide
Recently, competition ChIP has provided the ability to measure residence dynamics of
factors on DNA on a genome-wide and site-specific scale79,90-95. This strategy relies on a
strain containing two copies of the same DNA-associated factor. One copy is tagged
with a unique epitope and expressed constitutively, while the second copy is tagged with
a different unique epitope and is inducibly expressed. Following induction of the second
copy, the relative ratio of each isoform is measured genome-wide by ChIP-chip or ChIPseq. The dynamics at each locus can than be measured genome-wide based on how
quickly they incorporate the second copy of the DNA-binding factor. Preliminary studies
have found that chromatin and nucleosomes are major regulators of transcription factor
dynamics79,90.
Chromatin impedes transcription elongation
Following the initiation of transcription by TFs, RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II) must
traverse a chromatin template to transcribe DNA. Nucleosomes, again, impede this
process96,97.

However, a complex system of machinery helps regulate RNA Pol II

transcription through chromatin18.

The histone acetyltransferase complex, SAGA,

promotes transcription by acetylating nucleosomes in front of RNA Pol II98. Following
transcription, nucleosomes are then stabilized via deacetylation by the Set2/Rpd3S
pathway.

Set2 is a histone methyltransferase that binds the CTD of elongating

polymerase and specifically methylates histone H3 on lysine 36 (H3K36me)99,100.
H3K36me recruits the Rpd3S complex, which deacetylates nucleosomes, resulting in
generally closed chromatin confirmation that is resistant to access101,102. Deletion of
SET2 results in the loss of Rpd3S recruitment and hyper acetylation in the coding region
of all genes103. SET2 loss also leads to the initiation of aberrant (cryptic) transcription
from within the body of genes101-104. This provides a clear example of how the proper
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organization of chromatin is critical to ensure the dynamic regulation of genomic
information.
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CHAPTER II
THE SET2/RPD3S PATHWAY SUPPRESSES CRYPTIC TRANSCRIPTION WITHOUT
REGARD TO GENE LENGTH OR TRANSCRIPTION FREQUENCY104
A primary function of eukaryotic genomes is to serve as the template for RNA
transcripts that encode proteins. The exact location along the DNA where these
transcripts initiate, and how frequently they are initiated, is highly regulated18,96,105. An
important component of directing initiation events to the 5′ end of genes is regulating
chromatin in such a way that a more open configuration is situated at the 5′ end, while
DNA downstream of the promoter is less accessible to transcription factors37,106,107. If
transcription-coupled chromatin remodeling is perturbed, as occurs in strains harboring
mutations in the genes encoding Spt6, Spt16, and components of the Set2/Rpd3S
pathway, inappropriate transcriptional initiation is found to occur at places within proteincoding regions101-103,108-110. Therefore, the precise organization of chromatin along
transcription units is critical to directing transcription factors and RNA polymerase II
(RNA Pol II) to appropriate start sites within genes18,111-113.
The Set2 (Kmt3) enzyme methylates H3K36 in RNA Pol II transcribed portions of
the genome, and is targeted to genes through its association with the phosphorylated CTerminal Domain of the elongating RNA polymerase99,100,114-117. Methylated H3K36
residues are then recognized by the Eaf3 subunit of the Rpd3S complex, leading to
deacetylaytion of local histones by Rpd3101,102. This deacetylation is hypothesized to be
important for maintaining the integrity of chromatin following transcription, thereby
inhibiting the assembly of transcription factors at inappropriate or “cryptic” sites within
genes101-103,108,110,115,118. When Set2 or other components of this process are disabled,

inappropriate transcripts arise from within coding regions. The origin and potential
function of these cryptic initiation sites has been the subject of intense investigation. One
foundational study concluded that “cryptic” transcription occurs preferentially in long
genes and in genes that are infrequently transcribed103. These conclusions suggest that
particular gene types are more dependent on the Set2/Rpd3S pathway for their function
than others. If true, this conclusion would imply that this class of genes is under a special
selective pressure to suppress cryptic transcription, with potentially wide-ranging
implications for the evolution of eukaryotic genomes. Here, we performed new
experiments to re-examine the findings of earlier studies. We conclude that the “cryptic”
transcription normally suppressed by the Set2/Rpd3S pathway occurs throughout the
genome and does not appear to be associated either positively or negatively with gene
length or transcriptional frequency.

RESULTS
Systematic ascertainment bias in previous characterizations of cryptic
transcription may have influenced data analysis
It has been reported that longer genes, and genes that are infrequently transcribed, are
particularly dependent on a mechanism of chromatin-mediated protection against cryptic
transcription103. To identify genes that relied on the Set2/Rpd3S pathway to suppress
cryptic transcription, Li et al. directly compared RNA prepared from set2∆ and wild-type
strains using DNA microarrays. The authors then predicted the occurrence of cryptic
transcripts by comparing the ratio of probe values measured at the 5′ end of the gene to
the ratio of probe values at the 3′ end of the gene. A higher ratio at the 3′ end indicated
an aberrant transcript that initiated somewhere downstream of the natural 5′ promoter.
Based on the set of genes identified in this manner, it was concluded that cryptic
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transcription occurs preferentially in long genes, and in genes that are infrequently
transcribed.
However, the previous experiments and analyses did not account for several
important factors in collecting and analyzing the data. First, if cryptic transcription occurs
at random along the genome, then it is more likely to occur in longer genes. Second, by
the same reasoning, longer genes are more likely to contain multiple cryptic initiation
sites. This would make microarray detection of cryptic initiation easier for longer genes,
especially when the number of probes per gene is low, because multiple initiation events
may be detected and interpreted as a single event. Third, a cryptic initiation event that is
flanked on either side by a larger number of microarray probes, as occurs in longer
genes, will be easier to detect because more measurements are taken on either side of
the initiation event. Finally, cryptic transcription is inherently easier to detect on genes
that are transcribed at low levels119. Consider two equally sized genes, both of which
have a cryptic promoter in the same position along the gene. In both cases, assume that
cryptic promoter produces 5 mRNAs per hour. However, one of the genes is transcribed
from its natural promoter at 1 mRNA per hour, and the other is transcribed at 50 mRNAs
per hour. Assuming equal mRNA stabilities, the ratio produced at the 3′ end by the
cryptic transcript of the highly expressed gene will be 55/50 = 1.1, while the ratio at the 3′
end of the infrequently transcribed gene will be 6/1 = 6. Therefore cryptic transcription
that occurs in frequently transcribed genes (ratio 1.1) is much more difficult to detect
than a cryptic promoter of equal strength from an infrequently transcribed gene (ratio 6).
This would be especially true if the level of transcription at a given cryptic promoter is
generally independent of the level of transcription from the natural promoter, as appears
to be the case 101.
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Given these potential biases, we were motivated to revisit the previous
experiments with a higher-resolution detection platform, and to develop an analysis
method that explicitly accounted for the confounding factors described above.
At the level of raw data, new higher-resolution maps of Set2-dependent cryptic
initiation are consistent with previous maps
As in the previous study, we prepared RNA from set2∆ and wild-type strains, and
labeled them for direct comparison through microarray hybridization (Materials and
Methods). In our case, the samples were applied to DNA microarrays containing
385,000 probes, which corresponds to an average start-to-start probe spacing of 31 bp,
and an average of 51 probes per open reading frame (ORF). In the previous
experiments, the arrays contained 40,174 probes, which corresponds to an average
start-to-start spacing of 261 bp and an average of 4.6 probes per ORF. The higher
resolution in the new study is critical: in the previous study 676 ORFs contained only a
single probe, meaning that it was impossible to detect cryptic transcription in those
genes, and 983 contained only two probes, meaning a call would be dependent on the
value from a single probe. The higher resolution of our data afforded us the opportunity
to call multiple cryptic initiation events within a single gene, rather than being limited to
identifying genes in which one or more initiation events may have occurred. We
therefore employed a statistically principled change-point detection algorithm to identify
the step-like transitions in the log intensity ratios across a transcription unit120.These
“transitions” represent putative cryptic initiation events.
The algorithm operates on a gene-by-gene basis, and in a sequential fashion to
detect the existence and location of potential cryptic initiation events. At each probe
within a gene, it compares the measured values (Z-scores) to the left and the right of the
probe using a standard F-test. If the maximum F-statistic along the gene exceeds a pre-
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defined significance threshold (for the given gene length), the location at which the
maximum is achieved is identified as a transition point. The search procedure is then

recursively applied to the observations lying to the left and to the right of the transition

Figure 2-1. Detection of cryptic initiation sites in S. cerevisiae strains lacking Set2
(A) YGL142C exhibits cryptic initiation in the set2∆ strain (red, supF 29.7), but not wildtype (blue). Plotted along the length of YGL142C are z scores of wild type (Wt) RNA raw
probe intensity values (blue); set2∆ RNA/Wt RNA (red) and set2∆/Wt ratios from Li et al.
2007 (green). The transition probe detected by our algorithm is marked by a dashed red
line and red arrow. The solid lines represent the average z score for Wt (blue) and
set2∆/Wt values (red) before and after the cryptic initiation event. This cryptic initiation
event was confirmed by Northern blotting (not shown). (B) Genes identified as
containing cryptic initiation sites according to our liberal (supF 3.0, 1193 genes) or
conservative (supF 9.0, 429 genes) criteria were compared to the genes identified as
containing a cryptic initiation event from Li et al. 2007 (1033 genes, orange). Shown at
far right is the average intersection of 429 genes chosen at random with the Li et al set.
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point. Further details of the algorithm and the scaled supF statistic are presented in
Materials and Methods.
We selected two significance thresholds which led to family-wise error rates of
roughly 10-10 and 10-26, and identified 1193 and 429 genes, respectively, with at least
one cryptic initiation event (Table S1121). Individual genes identified by the algorithm as
containing cryptic initiation events typically exhibit internal transitions that are clear by
visual inspection (Figure 2-1A). Furthermore, genes characterized previously as
containing cryptic transcripts in set2∆ strains, including FLO8 (supF = 3.62) STE11
(supF = 9.02) and PCA1 (supF = 70.9) were identified by our algorithm. Using the more
stringent cutoff, 59% of the genes we identified were identified previously as containing a
cryptic initiation event103. We find this concordance striking, especially because the
earlier study made use of a different microarray platform, a different RNA labeling
method, and a different method of identifying cryptic initiation sites (Figure 2-1B).
Indeed, examination of individual loci reveals that the raw data from this study and the
previous study are consistent with each other (Figure 2-1A). The concordance of our
raw data with the raw data from the lower-resolution study, along with the utility of our
data in the identification of genes previously characterized as containing cryptic
transcripts, provides support for our experimental design, analysis methods, and
threshold selections.
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More cryptic initiation sites are detected in long genes, and these cannot be
accounted for solely by correcting for gene length
Previous studies have concluded that longer genes are especially prone to cryptic
transcription upon deletion of SET2103. This conclusion was based on the observation
that long genes were more likely to be identified as containing a cryptic promoter than
short genes. To determine if this observation could be explained solely by the fact that
longer genes afford more opportunity for a cryptic event to occur, we grouped all genes
according to size. For each group, we then calculated the rate of cryptic initiation
(measured in transitions per base pair, Figure 2-2A). Measuring the rate of transitions,
rather than the absolute number of transitions, for genes binned by length is a simple
way to correct for gene length. The positive correlation between gene length and the rate
of transitions per base shows that transitions are indeed detected more often in the
context of longer genes, and that the additional transitions detected in long genes cannot
be accounted for simply by correcting for gene length.
An ascertainment bias makes detection of cryptic transcripts easier in longer
genes
Any method for change-point detection, in this case applied to cryptic transcription, will
have greater power to identify a transition event that is flanked on either side by a large
number of microarray probes. Thus in small genes, which are represented by fewer
probes, transitions are more difficult to detect. We wondered if this ascertainment bias
might explain the observed higher rate of cryptic transcript detection in longer genes. To
investigate this, we took all of the cryptic initiation sites we detected, and computationally
reduced the number of probes surrounding each transition. In each case, this was
accomplished by examining a shrinking window centered on each transition point.
Despite these transitions being called significant when the full gene length is used, when
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the shrinking window was applied, statistical confidence was reduced, often below our
selected cutoffs, as the window size approached 500 bp (Figure 2-2B-E).
We conclude that our method, and indeed any statistically-principled method for
cryptic initiation analysis using discrete expression-based probes, can more readily
identify sites of cryptic initiation in long genes, where more probes flank every putative
site. As a result, a cryptic initiation site of a given magnitude is more likely to be detected
in longer genes containing many probes than in shorter genes with relatively few probes.
Controlling probe-number ascertainment bias eliminates the relationship between
cryptic initiation events and gene length
If long genes truly contain more sites of cryptic initiation than short genes, those
additional sites of initiation should still be detected when long and short genes are
placed on equal footing with regard to detection. To test this, for each gene over 500 bp
in length, we artificially broke that gene into as many non-redundant approximately 500
bp ”subgenes” as possible (Materials and Methods). We then re-ran our detection
algorithm on these newly created “subgenes”, which were of relatively uniform length. To
see if longer genes really harbored more cryptic initiation events, we computationally
stitched the genes back together, binned the genes according to their length, and again
calculated the rate of cryptic initiations per base. This treatment of the data holds
constant both the probe-number bias and the bias caused by multiple cryptic initiations
in the same gene, both of which favor detection of cryptic initiation events in longer
genes. We found that after this treatment, long genes no longer harbor more cryptic
initiation events. Indeed, they may harbor fewer cryptic initiation events per unit length
(compare Figures 2-2A and 2-2F). Therefore, controlling ascertainment biases inherent
in transcript-based detection by microarray eliminated the relationship between the
occurrence of cryptic initiation events and gene length.
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Figure 2-2. Cryptic initiation events occur without regard to gene length.
(A) The number of cryptic initiation events detected per base increases with gene
length. Shown is the detection rate for five gene-length bins at conservative (supF 9, 801
transitions, blue) and liberal (supF 3, 1757 transitions, red) cutoffs. (B-C) Reducing the
number of probes flanking a transition event causes statistical significance to decrease.
Plotted along the length of YDR104C are z scores of set2∆ RNA/Wt RNA. The solid
horizontal lines represent the average z score for the set2∆/Wt values (red) before and
after the cryptic initiation event. The black solid and dashed vertical lines correspond to
the number of probes required to achieve the supF 9 and supF 3 cutoffs respectively.
Panel C plots the calculated supF values (y-axis) as a window centered on the detected
transition shrinks, causing fewer probes to be available for transition detection (x-axis).
The solid and dashed black lines call attention to the supF 9 and supF 3 cutoffs. (D-E)
Same as B and C, but for YAL026C. (F) Detection of cryptic initiation sites using
subgenes of uniform length eliminates the relationship between gene length and cryptic
initiation frequency. Cryptic initiation rates for subgene analysis (Materials and
Methods) using liberal (green; supF= 0.58, 2417 transitions), moderate (red; supF=
0.97, 1135 transitions), and conservative (blue; supF= 1.8, 364 transitions) cutoffs are
plotted for different gene-length bins. (G) Random distribution of cryptic initiation events
mimics the real distribution discovered after controlling ascertainment bias. Plot is the
same as panel F, but transitions were randomly assigned to ORF probes (liberal; 2417
transitions, moderate; 1135 transitions, conservative; 364 transitions). Compare G and
F. The slight downward trend in both plots may result from a slightly lower probe density
in longer genes, which was not corrected for.
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Sites of cryptic initiation are distributed randomly with regard to gene length
Our analysis of cryptic initiation events is consistent with such events being distributed
throughout transcription units without respect to their length. To test this hypothesis, we
assigned each detected transition at random to an ORF probe, and compared several
features of the randomly assigned transitions to these same features under the observed
(not randomized) transition locations. As was the case with the observed locations, and
as expected, when transitions were randomly distributed, longer genes contained more
transitions. However, when the transition rate per base was calculated using the random
assignments, there is no relationship between transition rate and length, which is nearly
identical to what we observe with real data when the cryptic initiation calls are made
using uniform-length subgenes, which control probe-number ascertainment bias (Figure
2-2G; compare to Figure 2-2F). The fact that randomly assigned transitions, which do
not depend on a detection algorithm, so closely mimic the observations made with real
data when length biases are controlled, strongly suggests that real cryptic initiation
events are distributed randomly in relation to gene length.
Sites of cryptic initiation are distributed randomly with regard to transcription rate
Previous studies reported that infrequently transcribed genes are especially prone to
cryptic initiation events in the absence of Set2103. However, as has been noted by
others, gene length and transcription rate are not independent variables114,122. In
particular, long genes tend to be transcribed less frequently (Figure 2-3A). We sought to
determine if any relationship between transcription rate and cryptic initiation rate
remained after controlling for ascertainment biases due to gene length. First, we binned
genes according to their transcription rate122, and plotted the number of cryptic initiations
per base for each of the bins according to our full-length gene analysis. Consistent with
the previous reports103, we observed an apparent inverse relationship between cryptic
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Figure 2-3. Cryptic initiation events occur without regard to transcriptional
frequency.
(A) Infrequently transcribed genes tend to be long. The average gene length for each
transcription-rate bin is shown. (B) Without correcting for gene length, infrequently
transcribed genes appear to have a higher rate of cryptic initiation. Genes were binned
according to their transcription rate, and the cryptic initiation rate was determined for
each bin. (C) Detection of cryptic initiation sites using subgenes of uniform length
eliminates the inverse relationship between gene transcription frequency and cryptic
initiation frequency. There may in fact be a trend toward more cryptic initiation in heavily
transcribed genes. (D) Probe density cannot account for the observed relationship
between transcription frequency and cryptic initiation frequency. Probe coverage is fairly
uniform across gene transcription rate bins.
initiation rate and transcription rate (Figure 2-3B). However, we noted that the plot
looked very similar to the relationship between gene length and transcription rate
(Figure 2-3A). Next, we performed the same analysis, but this time using our subgene
analysis. As described above, the subgene analysis controls the probe-number bias that
favors detection in long genes. With this bias controlled, we now find that more heavily
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transcribed genes are, if anything, more likely to contain cryptic initiation sites (Figure 23C), in contradiction to the previously reported results. Furthermore, this increased rate
of cryptic initiation among highly transcribed genes cannot be accounted for by
differences in probe coverage among this class of genes (Figure 2-3D).
The ascertainment biases reported here are likely widespread
Although not addressed directly by our manuscript, the same biases that cause long and
infrequently transcribed genes to appear to be more susceptible to perturbations of the
Set2/Rpd3S pathway could also make it appear as if such genes are differentially
associated with histone modifications or other genomic features. These biases are
exaggerated by the popular “modified average gene analysis” method, which unnaturally
forces every gene into a unit length, despite variations in real gene length of over an
order of magnitude. Not only are such representations of dubious biological relevance,
they are also suspect from a statistical standpoint because the number of data points
underlying the “modified average gene” vary dramatically depending on real gene length.
We are optimistic that technologies such as next-generation DNA sequencing will
partially overcome the ascertainment biases we report here, but when transcripts are
analyzed, even these approaches will be susceptible to such effects since longer and
more frequently transcribed genes will accumulate more sequence reads.
Identification of factors which lead to cryptic transcript initiation sites in set2∆
Despite the biased ability to confidently call cryptic transcripts, it is unlikely that our
identified high confidence sites are false positives. We wondered if the distribution of
cryptic sites was the result of underlying chromatin features, which might cause cryptic
transcripts to initiate at specific sites108,119. Due to the biases mentioned above, cryptic
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Figure 2-4. The distribution of transcription related components relative to the +1
nucleosome. 4556 genes ordered by the distance from their +1 nucleosome to their
TN for (A) BY4742 smoothed nucleosome dyads (yellow=high, blue=low) (B) The
position of cryptic transitions >9.0 supf statistic are marked in black. (C) Set2-Input ChIPseq z-score (blue=high, yellow=low) (D) Rpb3 IP/Input ChIp-chip log2123 (E) Ser2 IP/Input
ChIp-chip log2123 (F) Ser5 IP/Input ChIp-chip log2123.
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transcripts were called more frequently in the middle of long genes (Figure 2-4A,B). We
find by ChIP that Set2 is excluded from the 5’ end of coding regions and promoters in
essentially all genes101 (Figure 2-4C). This suggests that certain genes are not more
sensitive to the loss of SET2. Set2 distribution is consistent with recruitment to the Ser2
phosphorylated form of RNA polymerase II123 (Figure 2-4D-F).
Considering the general nucleosome depletion at promoters in yeast, we
wondered if nucleosomes were depleted in set2∆ at sites of cryptic initiation. We find
anecdotal evidence that nucleosomes are depleted at the site of cryptic transcription
initiation (Figure 2-5A-C). We are currently in the process of identifying sites of altered
nucleosome occupancy more thoroughly in set2∆. While initial analysis has identified
coincident sites of nucleosomes occupancy depletion and cryptic transcript initiation, it is
not clear if this overlap occurs more often than would be expected by chance.
Unfortunately, if cryptic promoter formation is rare in the population, it may be difficult to
identify nucleosome-depleted sites in set2∆, even if depletion is required for the
formation of cryptic transcripts. Identifying the distribution of the general transcription
machinery, Htz1, or the RSC complex also help identify cryptic promoters or boundaries
in set2∆.

DISCUSSION
The possibility of NFR formation upon loss of Set2 is exciting because it
suggests a pathway and mechanism for how DNA is dynamically accessed for promoter
specification, alternative start sites, and DNA repair. The formation of NFRs upon loss of
SET2, also suggest that chromatin components function to compartmentalize sequence
from the selective constraints of other genomic regions. In this case, Set2 (and histone
deacetylation) may function partly to hide promoter-like sequences in the coding region,
this would allow for coding regions to evolve more freely and use a greater sequence
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Figure 2-5. Anecdotal evidence for the formation of new boundaries at sites of
cryptic initation in set2∆. (A) Smoothed dyads of Wt (BY4742) at the YDR128W locus.
(B) Smoothed nucleosome dyads of set2∆ (BY4742) at the YDR128W locus.
Nucleosome occupancy is depleted at the site of cryptic transcript initiation.
(C)
set2∆/Wt expression log2 Lickwar et al. 2009) at the YDR128W locus.

space, ignorant to sequence specific transcription factor binding sites and transcription
start sites sequences. Importantly, this accessibility might be initiated solely by
H3K36me loss in coding regions, or otherwise. H3K36me loss could be accomplished at
specific sites by the recruitment of the H3K36me specific demethylases, Rph1 and
Jdh1124. The dissection of this accessibility pathway could be achieved in a strain that
rapidly loses Set2, followed by profiling the subsequent dynamics of the chromatin
landscape (nucleosome occupancy, histone modification, chromatin remodelers,
transcription components, etc.). Similar strategies could be performed with any of the
mutants that show cryptic transcription defects119.
The hypothesis that infrequently transcribed long genes are particularly
dependent on the Set2/Rpd3S pathway for accurate transcription is not supported by our
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data. Instead, our analysis indicates that Set2 suppresses cryptic transcription in wildtype cells across the genome in a manner that is, to first order, independent of gene
length and gene frequency. This is a significant conclusion because it is consistent with
previous reports that H3K36 methylation levels in yeast are largely independent of
transcription rate114, and because it obviates the need to posit a biological or
evolutionary mechanism that accounts for a link between suppression of cryptic
transcription and gene length or transcriptional frequency. It appears more likely that
cryptic transcripts arise due to chance occurrences of DNA sequences that have the
capacity to inappropriately recruit transcription initiation factors, or initiate transcription,
for example sequences resembling a TATA box108 or nucleosome-excluding elements.
Alternatively, sites of cryptic transcription could be distributed arbitrarily relative to length
and transcription rate, but still represent functional internal promoters that are
conditionally active119. While to date there is no evidence of a function for cryptic
transcripts in yeast, the use of alternative start sites is extremely widespread in
eukaryotic genomes, and it is likely that the Set2/Rpd3S pathway influences the
evolution of alternative promoters in more complex eukaryotes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
RNA preparation
Wild type (BY4741) and set2∆ (BY4741) strains were grown at 30°C in YPD (1% yeast
extract, 2% peptone, 2% dextrose) to an OD600 of 0.6-0.8. For each of the three
replicates, total RNA was extracted by acid-phenol method99. Lack of RNA degradation
was confirmed by gel electrophoresis. Double-stranded cDNA was prepared using an
Invitrogen SuperScript™ (Cat No. 11917-010) primed with Oligo(dt) and random
hexamers. For each replicate, the wt and set2∆ cDNA were independently fluorescently
labeled and comparatively hybridized to high-resolution 385K Saccharomyces cerevisiae
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CGH arrays (2005-08-16_SCER_WG_CGH) with Tm-normalized probes. In one of the
replicates, assignment of the fluorescent label was reversed. Z scores were calculated
for each replicate based on the log2 (635/532 intensity) for each probe. The average z
score value for each probe among the three replicates was used for further analysis. For
Figure 1A, wild-type values were calculated by median centering the raw wild-type probe
values from each array. Z scores were then calculated for each array, and the average z
score for each probe across the three replicates was used for subsequent analysis. Raw
microarray data is available via GEO accession number GSE13310.
Cryptic initiation analysis
To detect cryptic initiation events, we employed a change-point detection algorithm120.
The algorithm is applied independently to each gene and operates in a sequential
fashion. At each probe within a gene, the algorithm compares the average measured
probe values (z scores) to the left and to the right of the probe using a standard Fstatistic. We then calculate the maximum F statistic appearing along the gene, which is
known as the supF statistic125, and compare a scaled version of this statistic to one of
two pre-defined significance thresholds. If the scaled supF statistic exceeds a
significance threshold, the corresponding location of the observed maximum F-statistic is
identified as a cryptic initiation point. The search procedure is then applied separately
and independently to the observations lying to the left and to the right of the detected
cryptic initiation point. This process of splitting and searching for potential cryptic
initiations continues until no significant transition (as judged by the scaled supF statistic)
can be found in a given interval.
The number of probes varies greatly across genes, ranging from few to several
hundreds. The moderate number of probes for most genes does not allow us to use
theasymptotic distribution of the supF test statistic. For each gene length ng, we
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estimated the distribution of the supF statistic under the null model of no transition points
by calculating the supF statistic for 100,000 samples of ng independent standard normal
random variables. In many cases the observed supF statistic was substantially larger
than all 100,000 simulated values. To be able to directly compare the observed supF
statistics, we divide them by the corresponding 0.1% quantile of the simulated
distribution. The resulting scaled supF statistics have more similar distributions across
different gene lengths ng under the null model. To achieve higher power and consistent
asymptotic properties of the test, we required the cryptic initiation points to be at least α
= 5% of the gene probes apart of each other and the ends of the gene.
Although the distribution of the scaled supF statistic is unknown, we are able to
obtain an upper bound for the probability that supF is larger than a given number A. The
scaled supF is larger than A if supF ≥ A ⋅ supF0.001, where supF = supα ≤t ≤n (1−α ) Ft by
g
definition, supF0.001 is the 0.1% quantile of the supF statistic obtained from simulations
and Ft is the standard F-statistic for potential transition at probe t. Using Bonferroni
correction we get the upper bound:

P[supF ≥ A ⋅ supF0.001 ] = P[ α ≤t ≤ng (1−α ) {Ft ≥ A ⋅ supF0.001}] ≤ ng P[ Fng / 2 ≥ A ⋅ supF0.001 ]
where the tail probability of the standard F-statistic (under the null model) in the right
hand side term can be calculated precisely.
We considered scaled supF thresholds of 3 and 9. Using the approach described
above and applying the Bonferroni correction for the number of genes we found that
these thresholds correspond to nominal family-wise error rates of less than 10-10 and 1026

respectively. With these thresholds, we identified 1193 and 429 genes respectively

with at least one cryptic initiation. Throughout the manuscript, transition rate (transitions
per bp) was calculated by totaling the number of cryptic initiations that are calculated at
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defined cutoffs for a particular class of genes and then dividing this number by the total
length of genes analyzed within that class.
Shrinking window, subgene, and randomization analysis
Shrinking window analysis was performed using ORFs that had a single cryptic initiation
site with a scaled supF statistic over 9. Windows were centered so that an equal and
maximum number of probes existed on either side of the cryptic initiation, such that the
entire window was contained within the ORF. Scaled supF Statistics were then
recalculated iteratively as one probe on each end of the window was removed.
Subgene analysis was performed by breaking full-length ORFs over 500 bp in
length into as many non-overlapping, approximately 500 bp subgenes (with deviations
from 500bp being the result of probe coverage). Subgenes were then analyzed
individually using our detection algorithm. The called transitions for each subgene were
then mapped back to the gene from which the subgene was derived. The resulting
distribution of called cryptic initiation events was used for subsequent analysis, with the
gene lengths in this case being defined by the total length of the constituent subgenes.
To randomly distribute cryptic initiation events, probes were chosen at random
from all probes within ORFs. Each gene containing a chosen probe was then defined as
having a transition. This was repeated 1000 times each for 364, 1135 and 2417
transitions respectively. Averages from the 1000 iterations were used for subsequent
analysis.
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CHAPTER III
GENOME-WIDE PROTEIN-DNA BINDING DYNAMICS SUGGEST A MOLECULAR
CLUTCH FOR TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR FUNCTION79
Dynamic access to genetic information is central to an organism’s ability to develop and
adapt to a changing environment. As a result, genomic processes must be regulated by
mechanisms that can alter genome function on a relatively rapid time scale. However,
most of what is known about the mechanisms underlying transcriptional regulation is
derived from static assays like Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) or DNA
footprinting, in which information about dynamics is lost. While some aspects of
transcription factor binding dynamics are well studied86,126,127, how binding dynamics
specifically function in transcriptional regulation and the cellular factors that regulate
binding dynamics are largely unknown.
Detecting and quantifying short-lived interactions in the nucleus has been
challenging82,128. Conventional ChIP-chip or ChIP-seq experiments record interactions at
high resolution with regard to genomic location (within 100-200 bp). Temporally,
however, ChIP results typically represent the sum of interaction events, captured in a
population composed of mixed cell-cycle states. In part for these reasons, researchers
rarely quantitatively interpret the amplitude of the signal in conventional ChIP
experiments129, often preferring to make binary “absent” or “present” peak calls.
Microscopy-based methods developed in the past decade such as FRAP (Fluorescence
Recovery After Photobleaching) do allow for measurements of binding dynamics at very
high temporal resolution (seconds) in single nuclei, but typically have very poor
resolution with regard to genomic location. Extracting quantitative information from these

experiments is also challenging82.

A few DNA-associated proteins that naturally or

artificially form visible high-intensity foci within nuclei are amenable to FRAP in living
cells84,87,126,130,131, albeit often through the use of artificial constructs containing tandem
repeats of binding sites87.
In an attempt to bring temporal resolution to the comprehensiveness and spatial
resolution offered by traditional ChIP protocols, genome-wide competition ChIP
assays90,92-94 have been developed. In this strategy, strains harboring two differentially
tagged alleles of a DNA-binding protein are constructed. One allele is expressed at a
constant level, and the other is induced. ChIP-chip or ChIP-seq of both proteins over
time then determines the relative occupancy of each tagged protein at every binding
location in the genome. This provides a measure of binding “turnover” at each locus90.
Due to induction kinetics, competition ChIP is currently limited to relatively slow turnover
events (on the scale of minutes).To date, genome-wide competition-ChIP experiments
have been performed on histone H390,91,95and the TATA-binding protein (TBP)92 in yeast,
both of which are factors that exhibit widespread binding that is only partially determined
by affinity for specific DNA sequences10,11,132.
The diverse biological functions of S. cerevisiae Rap1133 make it an excellent
model for

establishment of a

competition-ChIP

system

for

sequence-specific

transcription factors. Rap1is required for transcriptional silencing at the mating loci133
and telomeres81,133, and perhaps most importantly functions as a master regulator of
cellular growth by mediating the activation and repression of ribosomal protein genes
and other functionally related targets73,81,134. Rap1 binding is widespread in the yeast
genome81, can change with different environmental conditions73, and has many
properties of a “pioneer” factor80,130,135,136. For example, at ribosomal gene promoters,
Rap1 binding is required for the recruitment or binding of Esa1137, Fhl1138, Ifh1138, and
Hmo1139. Rap1 has also been shown to directly interact with many chromatin
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components including Swi/Snf140, Sir1133, Sir3133, Sir4133, and can bind a nucleosomal
template80,141. Finally, Rap1 interacts directly with TFIID142,143. TFIID recruitment is likely
the rate limiting step in transcription at RNA polymerase II promoters, potentially linking
Rap1 binding dynamics directly to transcription abundance142,143. The diversity of Rap1’s
biological activities makes it possible to detect connections between binding turnover
dynamics and biological outcome at different genomic locations.
In this study, we find that Rap1 has a wide range of residence times across the
genome, even at sites with very similar occupancy values as measured by conventional
ChIP. Rap1 residence time is also a better predictor of transcriptional activation than
Rap1 occupancy measured by conventional ChIP. Treadmilling, defined by relatively low
Rap1 residence time despite high occupancy, is associated with low nucleosome
acetylation, high nucleosome occupancy, high histone H3 turnover and low levels of
transcription. This suggests that Rap1’s function as an activator is dictated by
competition with nucleosomes, with longer Rap1 residence coupled to efficient
recruitment of RNA Pol II and higher transcriptional output. We conclude that
interactions between transcriptional regulators and DNA that appear identical by
conventional ChIP may have different underlying modes of interaction that lead to
opposing biological outcomes.

RESULTS
An experimental system to measure transcription factor binding dynamics
To measure Rap1 turnover genome-wide, we developed a strain with two copies of
RAP1. One copy of RAP1 was tagged with the 3X FLAG epitope and was constitutively
expressed from the endogenous RAP1 promoter. A second copy of RAP1 was tagged
with the 9X MYC epitope and was controlled by a weakened galactose-inducible
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promoter, GALL144 (Figure 3-1a, Materials and Methods). This strain exhibited no
growth defects in either inducing (2% Galactose) or non-inducing conditions (2%
Dextrose)(Figure 3-1b and Supplementary Figure 3-1).
To avoid cell-cycle and DNA replication effects, for the duration of the experiment
the strain was arrested in G1 with alpha factor90. The induced Rap1 isoform could be
detected as early as 30 minutes after induction by western blot (Figure 3-1c). The
relative ratio of Rap1 isoforms as measured by western blot provided an estimate of the
nucleoplasmic pool of Rap1 molecules (Figure 3-1d). We performed ChIP using
antibodies to the Myc and Flag epitopes from extract corresponding to each of 10 time
points (0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 90, 120, 150 minutes after induction). We also
performed ChIP to measure total Rap1 occupancy using a Rap1 specific antibody at
times 0 and 60 minutes. DNA fragments enriched in the ChIPs were detected on
Nimblegen whole-genome tiling HD4 12plex microarrays containing 270,000 probes per
subarray with an average interval between probes of 41bp and an average probe length
of 54 bp. The experiment was performed in duplicate. Following induction, Rap1-Myc
was incorporated at targets where Rap1 had previously been shown to bind73,81 (Figure
3-2a,b), indicating that the system was functioning as designed. In addition, our results
were fully consistent with a completely independent pilot experiment performed in
duplicate and detected on low-resolution PCR-based arrays (Supplementary Figure 32).
Interpretation of the Rap1 turnover signal requires that the increase in Rap1
protein caused by the induction of the competitor does not cause an increase in the
overall occupancy at the measured Rap1 site. This is the case in our system (Figure 32c,d). Accordingly, as Rap1-Myc ChIP occupancy increases at sites of Rap1 binding,
Rap1-Flag occupancy decreases coordinately (Figure 3-2c and Supplementary Figure
3-3), without changes in the overall level of Rap1 occupancy throughout the genome
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Figure 3-1. Development of transcription factor competition-ChIP in yeast.
(a) Schematic of Rap1 competition-ChIP yeast strain. (b) Growth comparison of
competition yeast strain to wild-type in inducing (2% Galactose) and non-inducing (2%
Dextrose) conditions. (c) Western blot using an antibody against Rap1 (y-300). Strains
containing only a Rap1-Myc or only Rap1-Flag copy are shown to the right to indicate
the size of isoform-specific bands. Actin loading control below. (d) To estimate the
dynamics of induction, the ratio of induced Rap1-Myc and constitutive Rap1-Flag protein
is plotted. Data is from two technical replicates of two independent time course
replicates. Error bars represent standard error.

(Figure 3-2c,d and Supplementary Figure 3-3+3-4). This indicates that Rap1-Myc is
competing specifically with Rap1-Flag at each loci and Rap1-Myc binding is not the
result of cooperativity or the creation of additional Rap1 sites within the cell population.
A quantitative model for transcription factor binding turnover and residence time
We developed a model to determine turnover rates of Rap1 at sites of Rap1 binding,
using a modified version of the fitting algorithm used previously to measure histone H3
turnover90 (Materials and Methods and Supplementary Figure 3-5-3-7). Our model
relies on estimation of the protein levels of the constitutive and induced copies of Rap1
(Figure 3-1c,d), and considers non-specific background from our microarrays. We found
through performing computational simulations that under our experimental conditions the
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extracted turnover rate for a transcription factor at a binding site is equivalent to its
disassociation rate. This allows competition ChIP to measure residence time
(Supplementary Text). However, the simulations revealed that binding events can be
quantified in our system only if they have an apparent duration of 500 seconds or longer
(Supplementary Text). Using our model we measured residence time of Rap1 at 439
peaks of Rap1 enrichment genome-wide and the 26 uniquely mappable telomeres
(Figure 3-2e-h and Supplementary Text). Rap1 occupancy correlated only modestly
with Rap1 residence (R² = 0.14, Spearman Rank Correlation = 0.37) (Figure 3-2h).
Distinct dynamics of Rap1-Myc incorporation were observed at different genomic loci
(Figure 3-2e-h). Thus, our system was capable of distinguishing Rap1 turnover kinetics
at different loci.
Efficient transcriptional activation is associated with stable Rap1 binding while
lower transcript production is associated with treadmilling
Ribosomal protein genes are very highly transcribed under our experimental conditions,
and are strongly activated by Rap190,133. At ribosomal protein gene promoters, we
observed long Rap1 residence times (Figure 3-2e,h). In contrast, Rap1 binding to nonribosomal protein targets was characterized by fast turnover (Figure 3-2h). The
infrequently transcribed telomeric and subtelomeric Rap1 sites also exhibited fast
turnover (Figure 3-2h). However, these regions contain tandem Rap1 binding sites that
complicate analysis (Supplementary Figure 3-8), and therefore we have excluded them
from further consideration.
Productive RNA Pol II recruitment is associated with slow Rap1 binding turnover
One mechanism through which stable Rap1 binding could lead to higher mRNA
production is through more efficient recruitment of the RNA Polymerase II (RNA Pol II)
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Figure 3-2. Rap1-bound sites exhibit distinct replacement dynamics.
(a) A Rap1 turnover experiment over a 30-kb region of chromosome II. Rap1 motifs and
peaks are indicated. (b) Average log2 Myc/Flag values for all Rap1 targets (red) increase
relative to non-Rap1 targets (blue). (c) Rap1-Myc competes with Rap1-Flag for binding.
Average single channel intensity for Rap1-Myc and Rap1-Flag for a single probe
(id:CHR15FS000978891) in the promoter of TYE7/YOR344C shows the increase in
Rap1-Myc is coincident with the loss of Rap1-Flag. (d)Total Rap1 occupancy does not
change during the time-course. Average total Rap1 occupancy (log2 Rap1 IP (y300)/input z-score) at Rap1 targets at time 0 versus 60 minutes is plotted. (e) Average
log2 Myc/Flag values for the promoter of ribosomal protein gene RPS29B (red
points).The model fit for the residence time parameter that best fits this data is shown
(black line). (f) Colorimetric representation of log2Myc/Flag values for all 465 Rap1
targets, sorted by the initial (normalized) log2 Myc/Flag value. (g) For each site in (f), the
log2 Myc/Flag value predicted by our residence model based on the calculated residence
time. (h) Rap1 occupancy (time 0 z-score) vs. Rap1 residence for 465 Rap1 targets (R2=
0.14, 0.37 spearman rank correlation).
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machinery. Genes with stable Rap1 binding at their promoters exhibited high levels of
RNA Pol II association90 (Figure 3-3a), high transcription initiation rates145,146 (Figure 33b) and high mRNA levels (Figure 3-3c). Rap1 occupancy alone does not correspond
as strongly to Pol II occupancy, transcription rate, or mRNA output (Figure 3-3a-c right).
Rap1 is known to recruit TFIID to promoters through direct physical interaction142,143, and
our data indicate that Rap1 stably bound to DNA recruits RNA Pol II more efficiently,
which in turn is associated with higher levels of transcription. Like Rap1, TBP turnover92
is also relatively slow at ribosomal protein genes suggesting that slow TF binding
dynamics may be a hallmark of highly efficient transcription initiation at ribosomal protein
genes147.
Histone acetyltransferase recruitment and histone acetylation are linked to stable
Rap1 binding
Nucleosomes and transcription factors are constantly in competition for the information
encoded in genomic DNA30,71. Histone acetylation by proteins such as Esa1 reduces the
affinity of a nucleosome for DNA, increasing the accessibility of DNA binding sites148.
Sites of long Rap1 residence were strongly correlated with sites of enrichment for the
histone acetyltransferases Gcn5 and especially Esa1 (Figure 3-3d,e) as assayed
previously by ChIP149. The nucleosome instability reinforced by Gcn5 and Esa1
(members of SAGA and NuA4, respectively) may stabilize Rap1 binding by reducing
competition with nucleosomes67,150.

In addition to a high correlation with residence,

Gcn5 and Esa1 also have a positive correlation with Rap1 occupancy, consistent with
the role of Rap1 in Esa1 recruitment at many promoters137 (Figure 3-3d,e). High levels
of histone H3K9 acetylation, H4 acetylation, and H3K14 acetylation were also found at
promoters bound stably by Rap1 (Figure 3-3e). Other indicators of transcriptionally
active promoters, including H3k4me3 and occupancy by the bromodomain protein Bdf1
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(similar to the C-terminal half of mammalian Taf1)151,were also more strongly associated
with Rap1 turnover than with Rap1 occupancy (Figure 3-3e).
Despite high Rap1 occupancy, sites of Rap1 treadmilling are more highly
occupied by nucleosomes
Many studies have shown that sites bound by Rap1 tend to be strongly depleted of
nucleosomes10,22. We also observe this in our data when considering all Rap1-bound
sites. However, the binding dynamics data allowed us to appreciate a more complex
relationship. We grouped Rap1-bound loci into four categories based on their measured
Rap1 residence time: Longest, Long, Short, and Shortest (Materials and Methods). We
then aligned all of the Rap1 motifs in each of the categories, and plotted nucleosome
occupancy relative to the motif position, reasoning that nucleosomes in direct proximity
to the DNA motif bound by Rap1 would have a strong influence on Rap1 residence10.
Plots of in vivo nucleosome occupancy versus Rap1 turnover are consistent with the
expected result: strong nucleosome depletion centered on the Rap1 motif (Figure 3-4a).
However,

as

Rap1

binding

turnover

increased,

nucleosome

depletion

was

correspondingly less pronounced. This analysis reveals that not all highly occupied Rap1
sites are equally depleted of nucleosomes in vivo. Instead, a subset of loci at which
Rap1 occupancy is high but binding turnover is also high (“treadmilling”), are associated
with a lower level of nucleosome depletion. No such relationship is apparent when Rap1
targets are grouped by occupancy as measured by traditional ChIP (Figure 3-4a and
Supplementary Figure 3-9).
We next examined nucleosome occupancy on naked DNA, in the absence of
Rap1 or any protein cofactors10. DNA-encoded nucleosome occupancy measured in
vitro is low only for the class of Rap1 targets with the most stable binding. Other classes
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Figure 3-3. RNA Pol II recruitment, mRNA production, and histone
acetyltransferase recruitment is associated with long Rap1 residence.
(a-d) In the left panel, Rap1 residence time is plotted on the x-axis. In the right panel,
Rap1 occupancy is plotted on the x-axis. In both panels, the following is plotted on the yaxis: (a) RNA Pol II occupancy, (b) mRNA/hr,(c) mRNA levels at time 0 and (d) Histone
acetyltransferase Esa1 occupancy z-scores. rs is the Spearman correlation value. (e)
Colorimetric representation of Spearman rank correlation between various genomic data
sets and Rap1 occupancy (left) and Rap1 residence (right), ordered by the magnitude of
the absolute difference between the occupancy and residence correlations for each
comparison. WCE; Whole cell extract, PBM; Protein binding microarray. Telomeric
targets were excluded from analysis (Supplementary Text).
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of Rap1 targets with higher turnover rates (shorter residence times) exhibit high DNAencoded nucleosome occupancy. Again, no such relationship is apparent when Rap1
targets are grouped by occupancy as measured by traditional ChIP (Figure 3-4b). This
suggests that the nucleosome behavior surrounding TF motifs is at least partially
encoded in DNA30,152, and that this DNA-encoded nucleosome occupancy can influence
the binding dynamics of transcription factors, and thereby functional outputs.
Where Rap1 treadmills, so do nucleosomes
We sought further evidence supporting direct competition between chromatin structure
and Rap1. We compared histone H3 turnover90 to Rap1 residence times and found that
loci with high Rap1 residence times also had relatively slow H3 turnover. Likewise,
Histone H3 molecules that treadmill are found almost exclusively at sites of Rap1
treadmilling

(Figure

3-4c).

Rap1

nucleosome

interactions

isolated

by

immunoprecipitating Rap1 following MNase digestion80 were also detected more often at
treadmilling sites (Figure 3-4d). Further evidence for this competition is supported by a
marked increase in nucleosome occupancy directly over Rap1 motifs following Rap1
depletion38,140, especially at treadmilling loci (Figure 3-4e). These relationships provide
evidence for direct competition between Rap1 and nucleosomes.
Weak Rap1 DNA sequence motifs are associated with treadmilling
High DNA-encoded nucleosome occupancy is associated with rapid Rap1 turnover
(Figure 3-4b). It stands to reason that differences in the strength of the DNA motif bound
by the TF would also influence turnover. To test this, at each locus we examined the
relationship between Rap1 turnover and experimentally measured in vitro Rap1
affinity153. For sites with higher Rap1 residence, Rap1’s affinity for DNA was generally
high, while Rap1 sites with the fastest turnover had lower experimentally measured
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Rap1 affinity (Figure 3-4f). Despite this relationship, among sites with strong Rap1
motifs nucleosome occupancy was still the major factor distinguishing sites with long
Rap1 residence times from those with higher turnover (Figure 3-4f).
Longer in vivo Rap1 residence times at sites of high Rap1 affinity is consistent
with control of the Rap1-nucleosome competition being directly encoded in DNA
sequence to a substantial degree30,71. Given this, we reasoned that these differences in
experimentally measured affinity would be reflected in the sequence of the DNA motifs
bound by Rap1. Indeed, we found differences in the composition of the Rap1 motifs for
each of the turnover categories, with the longest residence Rap1 sites preferentially
containing “A” or “T” at positions 4, 8, 12, and 13 (Figure 3-4g-i). These associations
were not as strong when Rap1 targets were ordered by occupancy (Supplementary
Figure 3-9+3-10). Sites at which residence was shortest tend to contain a degenerate
Rap1 binding motif (Figure 3-4g).
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Figure 3-4. Evidence for competition between Rap1 and nucleosomes.
(a) Colorimetric representation of in vivo nucleosome occupancy centered on Rap1
binding motifs. Loci ordered by Rap1 residence time (top) or Rap1 occupancy (bottom).
The total number of Rap1 targets in each group is shown in parentheses. To the right
are plots of the average nucleosome occupancy for each group centered on the Rap1
motif. Targets with multiple Rap1 motifs are represented by one randomly chosen motif.
(b) Same as (a) for in vitro nucleosome occupancy. (c) Histone H3 turnover vs. Rap1
residence for ribosomal protein genes (red) and other targets (blue). (d) The number of
Rap1-nucleosome interactions detected within each Rap1 target peak boundary on a
log10 scale. (e) Relative change in nucleosome occupancy following Rap1 depletion
centered on Rap1 motifs grouped residence. A value of zero represents no relative
change in nucleosome occupancy. (f) in vitro Rap1 affinity for its cognate target as
measured by Protein Binding Microarray (PBM) compared to Rap1 residence. Colors
represent histone H4 occupancy z-scores (>-1.5 purple (high), <-1.5 green (low). (g) Top
position weight matrix motifs discovered for Rap1 targets grouped by residence. The
number of targets for each group is in parentheses. (h) All motifs from the top position
weight matrix for each residence group are colored by their A/T (purple) or G/C (green)
content at each motif base position. (i) Percentage of A/T content for the entire motif
(blue), AA/AT/TA/TT at the 12thand 13th motif position (green), TT at the 12th and 13th
position (purple) and GG/GC/CG/CC at the 12th and 13th position (red) for Rap1 targets
grouped by residence and telomeric regions.
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DISCUSSION
We determined Rap1 binding dynamics genome-wide using competition ChIP. Rap1
occupancy was only weakly correlated with Rap1 binding turnover, showing that these
are independently measurable properties. Binding turnover correlates more strongly than
occupancy with many aspects of genomic function, most predominantly RNA Pol II
recruitment and transcript levels. Stable Rap1 binding is associated with activation, while
rapid turnover, which we call “treadmilling”, is associated with higher nucleosome
occupancy, nucleosomal treadmilling, and a lack of transcription. We propose that at
many loci, regulatory mechanisms that facilitate rapid transition between those two
states act as a clutch that controls transcription factor function.
Regulation of transcription factor function by nucleosome-mediated control of
binding dynamics
Nucleosomes and sequence-specific transcription factors are constantly in competition
for the regulatory information encoded in DNA30. This competition is regulated at many
levels, including DNA sequence variation, which can influence the affinity of a regulatory
factor or a nucleosome for a given position, and by more dynamic mechanisms such as
histone modification, histone variant incorporation, and post-translational modifications
of transcription factors154. Each of these mechanisms is likely to function in the three
simplified model states outlined below to regulate Rap1 binding turnover and
consequently Rap1 function (Figure 3-5).
(a) Transcription factor domination
At loci where Rap1 dominates the competition (Figure 3-5a), RNA Pol II is efficiently
recruited and mRNA production is high. This is consistent with a model in which
functional activators are relatively “locked in” to their sites of action84, and that stable
transcription factor binding promotes the formation of transcription complexes competent
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for initiation10,30,71. Rap1 is known to interact directly with TFIID to activate
transcription142. We estimate that Rap1 residence time at highly expressed genes is on
the order of tens of minutes. Given that over 100 transcripts per hour are produced at
many of these genes145, we conclude that multiple transcripts are likely to initiate from a
single transcription factor binding event. Different relationships between binding
dynamics and transcriptional activation may exist for transcription factors with different
mechanisms of action.

Detection of these dynamics may help resolve the mode of

action of transcription factors, insulators, chromatin remodelers, and repressors.
Our data suggest that Rap1’s dominance at these loci is facilitated by weakening
the affinity of nucleosomes at these positions, through the recruitment of histone
acetyltransferase enzymes (Figure 3-3d,e), high levels of histone acetylation (Figure 33e), and low DNA-encoded nucleosome occupancy (Figure 3-4b). Weak nucleosome
occupancy contributes to Rap1 binding because nucleosomes specifically inhibit Rap1
binding as a function of occupancy and distance from the nucleosome dyad141. A strong
DNA-encoded Rap1 motif favors Rap1 binding even further. Motifs at these loci tend to
harbor A and T bases at motif positions 4, 8, 12, and 13, a property previously linked to
ribosomal protein gene promoters133. The increased proportion of A and T bases may
further influence Rap1 residence by reducing the ability of nucleosomes to assemble at
these sites10 (Figure 3-4i and Supplementary Figure 3-6).

The

strong

relationships between Rap1 dynamics and nucleosome properties suggest that
competition from nucleosomes regulates transcription factor residence time. Indeed, the
relationship between Rap1 and nucleosomes has been well-investigated. depletion of
Rap1 using a temperature-sensitive allele results in a relative increase of nucleosome
occupancy at Rap1 bound sites in vivo38,140, and Rap1 can also phase nucleosomes
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Figure 3-5. A three-state model for transcription factor binding dynamics.
(a) The transcription factor dominates. These loci are characterized by low DNAencoded nucleosome occupancy, a high-affinity TF binding motif, nucleosome depletion,
long TF residence times, histone acetylation, efficient recruitment of RNA polymerase,
and high levels of transcription. (b) Treadmilling. In this state, the competition between
TFs and nucleosomes is nearly even. Both nucleosome and transcription factor
occupancy are high. (c) For all TFs, the vast majority of the genome is in this state, in
which nucleosomes dominate. Even perfect matches to TF consensus motifs are almost
completely occluded81. We hypothesize that rapid transition between states (a) and (c)
occur through the action of chromatin modifiers and remodelers that alter the balance of
the competition73,155,156. HDACs and HATs are shown as an example. Chromatinmediated transitions between states (c) and (b) may allow rapid condition-specific
binding73.
relative to the positions they would otherwise take in vitro10. At some loci, Rap1 has the
capacity to out-compete nucleosomes for binding to DNA in vivo136, and in some
situations may be able to bind a nucleosomal site directly80,141. This dominance may
influence dynamics of the entire region as TATA-binding protein (TBP) binding turnover
is also relatively slow at ribosomal protein gene promoters, with Rap1 having been
suggested to control TBP turnover92.
The mechanism controlling the competition between TFs and nucleosomes is
likely to be complex and self-reinforcing, with multiple factors controlling the outcome.
For example, the binding of Rap1 is required for the recruitment of the NuA4 histone
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acetylation complex’s active subunit, Esa1, to ribosomal protein gene promoters137.
Conversely, the histone deacetylase Rpd3 is required for complete repression of
ribosomal protein and other genes following many types of stress157. Histone H4
acetylation by the NuA4 complex likely directly destabilizes nucleosomes, in addition to
recruiting Bdf1, which can both recruit the H2A.Z deposition complex, SWR-C, and also
interact with TFIID to promote transcription80. Rap1 binding is also required for the
binding of several other factors important for transcription at ribosomal protein gene
promoters, including Fhl1 and Ifh171, and TFIID interacting factor, Hmo1139.
(b) A treadmilling stalemate
At treadmilling loci (Figure 3-5b), Rap1 occupancy is high as measured by ChIP, but
recruitment of RNA Pol II is inefficient and mRNA production is relatively low. A key
finding is that at these sites, in vivo nucleosome occupancy is relatively high, and
nucleosomes treadmill as well (Figure 3-4a,c). We hypothesize that treadmilling
prevents efficient transcription by repeatedly disrupting assembly of initiation-competent
transcriptional machinery.
An important property in specifying treadmilling appears to be the underlying
DNA sequence. DNA-encoded nucleosome occupancy is high at Rap1 sites with higher
turnover (Figure 3-4b). In addition, Rap1 sites that turnover faster generally have lower
in vitro affinity for Rap1153 (Figure 3-4f). The treadmilling state, along with the other two
states in this model, are likely to be regulated at one locus or another by every
mechanism known to affect TF or nucleosome binding stability. Rap1 has also been
shown to interact directly with TBP only when both are not bound to DNA158. This might
further connect Rap1 and TBP dynamics or help reinforce repression of certain Rap1
targets.
(c) Nucleosomes dominate
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Most of the genome (>95%) is represented by loci in which the nucleosomes dominate
sites of potential Rap1 binding81,159 (Figure 3-5c). At these loci, Rap1 binding does not
occur at a level that allows calculation of a turnover rate. This state includes the many
loci that contain perfect matches to the Rap1 consensus but are not bound by Rap181.
These generally occur in open reading frames (ORFs) and are typically deacetylated
and nucleosomal149. Within this class are a subset of loci that are capable of being
rapidly bound by Rap1 only under specific growth conditions73. This dynamic target
specification is mediated by a mechanism that combines intermediate-affinity Rap1
motifs with specific chromatin remodeling activities mediated by Tup173.
The disparity between in vitro and in vivo residence times of transcription factors
The transcriptional activator GR has an in vitro koff of ~90 minutes88, similar to
Rap1133. However, unlike Rap1, GR targets are not “saturated” (meaning that increased
GR concentrations causes increased GR occupancy), and have an exceptionally short
residence, as measured by FRAP under activating conditions at individual loci85,86,160.
Although the overall relationship between residence and transcriptional output may be
the same89,126, the apparent differences in binding dynamics between Rap1 and GR may
reflect different modes of interactions with nucleosomes. For example, the large
difference between GR residence time in vitro and in vivo may in part be mediated by
the reduced affinity of GR for nucleosomal DNA, or for DNA that is only transiently
accessible from the nucleosomal surface148. This type of accessibility on the nucleosome
itself could be regulated, and would not rely on the complete loss of a nucleosome161.
Indeed, Rap1 binding is progressively inhibited as a Rap1 binding site is moved closer to
the nucleosome dyad77,141. Our data do not exclude a model in which Rap1 binding
occurs adjacent to a nucleosome and does not lead to complete nucleosome
eviction80,141.
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The disconnection between residence and occupancy
We found little correlation between Rap1 residence and Rap1 occupancy (Figure 3-2h).
This is somewhat unexpected because longer Rap1 binding should lead to more
enrichment by ChIP occupancy metrics. It is likely that technical and biological issues
could cause the disconnection between residence and occupancy. For example,
crosslinking efficiency differences caused by epitope-masking, co-factor stability,
allosteric binding, array and amplification artifacts, or incomplete correction for
occupancy background could all contribute to the disconnection between occupancy and
residence. However, the expectation of a linear relationship between occupancy and
residence may not be valid.

As residence time gets long, sites become essentially

saturated as measured by ChIP occupancy. So residence time could double or triple
however, one would not expect a similar increase in occupancy. This at least
preliminarily, suggests there is no expectation that occupancy and residence are linked
in a linear manner when using current technologies (From a conversation with Florian
Mueller).
The analysis of Rap1 targets in 3 groups (Group 1: Low Occupancy/Fast
Turnover, Group 2: High Occupancy/Fast Turnover, and Group 3: High Occupancy/Slow
Turnover) (Supplementary Figure 3-9a) revealed additional insights into the
relationship between turnover and occupancy. Group 2 had the highest in vitro and in
vivo nucleosome occupancy of the three turnover/occupancy groups, despite high Rap1
occupancy (Supplementary Figure 3-9a). Group 2 sites also had high Rap1 affinity
(PBM), suggesting that the high occupancy of Rap1 was the result of the affinity of Rap1
for the underlying Rap1 binding site, somewhat independently of nucleosome occupancy
(Supplementary Figure 3-9c). Nucleosome sequence affinity and transcription factor
binding affinity may scale together to guarantee a balanced competition at treadmilling
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loci and allow for subsequent high nucleosome occupancy, high Rap1 turnover, and high
Rap1 occupancy at a subset of sites.
Furthermore, given the high number of sequence specific transcription factor
binding sites in promoters132,162, the degeneracy allowed in binding motifs may allow for
additional freedom to influence sequence based nucleosome formation/stability in
promoters163. Factors like Rap1, may also evolve their binding preferences to uniquely
recognize binding sites that have a direct influence on nucleosome formation (Figure 34g-i). While we find a disconnection between Rap1 residence and Rap1 occupancy,
combining both metrics may further characterize Rap1 binding sites with distinct
dynamics or properties.
Testing the transcription factor turnover model
To design an experiment which effectively measures turnover using our system there
are two major requirements. The first is that there are no changes in total occupancy of
the factor being measured across the competition-ChIP time course. This is because we
assume that any change in the Myc/Flag ratio is a result of Rap1-Myc replacing Rap1Flag, and is not caused by an increase in the number of binding sites within the
population at which a factor could bind without competing93,164. The finding that boestradiol increased Gal4 occupancy, invalidated otherwise elegant experiments
measuring Gal4 residence dynamics164. The second requirement is the maintenance of a
relative change in the two isoforms of the transcription factor across time, which is
necessary to identify differential residence dynamics. The dynamics of induction of the
competitor also plays a major role in the ability to distinguish the length of binding at
different sites, though our general strategy doesn’t theoretically prevent resolution of
measuring residence times of any length.
We considered several avenues to test our model for transcription factor
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turnover. We attempted to identify a rapidly-inducible environmental condition that would
alter the expression of Rap1-regulated genes during our Rap1 turnover time-course. The
environmental stress response is well characterized in yeast and many genes exhibit
transient, but robust, activation or repression following stress157,165. Following H202
(oxidative) stress, nucleosome levels increase and nucleosome acetylation decreases at
repressed ribosomal protein genes promoters157,165 (Figure 3-3e). The histone
deacetylase, Rpd3, is also required for full repression of ribosomal protein genes
following stress157. While both of these findings are consistent with our model for how
Rap1 residence functions in transcription, nucleosome mapping following 15 minutes of
heat shock results in an increase in exposure of Rap1 sites, even at genes that are
repressed during stress166. While we propose that immediately local nucleosomes would
be competing with Rap1, neighboring deacetylated nucleosomes could have a powerful
effect on Rap1 residence and transcription167.

Also, coordinated transcriptional

responses to a stimulus can result in periodic fluctuations in the occupancy of chromatin
components across time87,168,169. This suggests that a single time point may not be
sufficient to fully capture the nature of nucleosome occupancy in populations recently
coordinated with a stimulus like heat shock. Regardless, the change in nucleosome
occupancy at Rap1 sites following stress is an indication of the complex competitive
relationship between Rap1 and nucleosomes.
To test the relationship between Rap1 residence and transcription, we changed
transcription of Rap1 target genes with environmental stresses. H202 addition maintained
a relative increase in Rap1-Myc/Rap1-Flag across time (Data not shown). Preliminary
experiments on low-resolution PCR arrays revealed changes in Rap1-Myc/Rap1-Flag
ChIP-chip levels. However, no attempts to measure total occupancy during the H202 time
course were made as the low-resolution PCR arrays were too noisy to generate
occupancy proxies by summing the signal from the MYC and FLAG channel (Data not
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shown). The lack of sufficient occupancy information following .4mm H202 addition
prevents complete interpretation of this preliminary experiment. We also did not see a
consistent environmental stress response following .4 mm H202 addition in our conditions
(Data not shown).
Osmotic stress caused by the addition of NaCl also causes a characteristic
environmental stress response (ESR)157. Upon adding .75M NaCl at 60 min following the
induction of Rap1-Myc (Materials and Methods), we see a transcriptional response that
is consistent with the previously characterized ESR165 (Figure 3-6a). This response
includes repression of many ribosomal protein genes and differential expression of other
Rap1 targets (Figure 3-6b,c). We performed ChIP using antibodies to the Myc and Flag
epitopes to extracts from the NaCl turnover experiment at each of 10 time points (0, 30,
60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 90, 120, 150 minutes after induction with 2% galactose).
We looked to see if there were any changes in total RAP1 occupancy across the
length of the NaCl stress time course, which might convolute interpretation in the
changes in the Myc/Flag ratio. As a proxy for occupancy (Figure 3-2c,d + 3-7), we
looked at the sum of the individual Myc and Flag channels across the time course
(Figure 3-7c,h,m,r). In essentially all cases, we see a rapid decrease in Rap1
occupancy immediately following NaCl addition (65 minutes). These decreases in Rap1
occupancy occur in genes that are induced, and genes that are repressed following
NaCl addition.

We see no changes in Rap1 occupancy in the normal time course

(Figure 3-2c,d). The loss of Rap1 occupancy appears to be caused by a decrease in
Rap1-Flag binding. This is consistent with Rap1-Flag being the major binding isoform of
Rap1 at this point in the time-course (Figure 3-7b,g,l,q). While these drops in Rap1
occupancy were not anticipated, osmotic stress is known to cause rapid dissociation of
DNA bound proteins170.
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Figure 3-6. Addition of .75M NaCl induces the environmental stress transcriptional
response during Rap1 turnover time course.
(a) Heatmap of environmental stress response genes grouped by transcriptional
induction or repression following .4 mm H202 to rapidly growing cells165 (Left) and .75M
NaCl (Right). NaCl (salt) turnover time points refer to z-scores of log2 expression ratios
65/60, 75/60, 90/60, 120/60 minutes following initial addition of galactose. Microarray
experiments compared hybridizations of each time point to a technical replicate of
mRNA levels at 60 minutes (immediately prior to the addition of .75M NaCl). The time
course was performed twice and all experiments represent the average of the two
experiments. (b) Heat map of single gene promoter Rap1 target genes order by the sum
of the log2 z-score of relative mRNA levels for time points 65/60, 75/60, 90/60, 120/60
(Left). This shows that Rap1 targets are differentially expressed following NaCl
exposure. (Right) mRNA levels following H202 exposure for the same genes165 are
shown as a reference. Ribosomal promoter genes are marked in blue to the far right.
(c) Average log2 z-score mRNA level for all ribosomal protein genes following NaCl
exposure(blue) as compared to average mRNA level for the 20 genes which are most
induced (have the highest sum of z-scores for time points 65/60, 75/60, 90/60, 120/60)
(red).
As an initial comparison of the NaCl time course to our previous Rap1 turnover
experiments, we looked at the log2 ChiP-chip Myc/Flag signal. We see good correlation
between Rap1-Myc/Rap1-Flag signal for time points before osmotic stress. Following
osmotic stress large spikes in the Myc/Flag ratio occur in nearly all cases in the osmotic
stress time course (Figure 3-7e,j,o,t).
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Changes in Rap1 occupancy convolute the ability to measure Rap1 turnover
when using a competition-ChIP strategy164.

Furthermore, our ability to use our

computational model effectively is compromised. Our model relies on the assumption
that turnover rate is constant across the length of the time course.

Despite these

obstacles, we tried to identify any patterns in the Rap1-Myc/Rap1-Flag that could be
separated from the complications caused by changes in Rap1 occupancy (Figure 3-8).
By clustering the background corrected Rap1-Myc/Rap1-Flag values for the NaCl
turnover time course we identified 4 clusters that showed differences in when the Rap1Myc/Rap1-Flag signal peaks changed following osmotic stress (Figure 3-8b). All
clusters show decreases in Rap1 occupancy following osmotic stress and the average
occupancy of the targets also varies (Figure 3-8d-f). It is currently not clear how to
extract relative turnover information for Rap1 targets from this data set.
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Figure 3-7. Following osmotic stress total Rap1 occupancy decreases then
recovers to near normal levels. (a-e)RPL17A/YKL180W (a) Single channel Myc
intensity, (b) Single channel Flag intensity, (c) Myc + Flag total occupancy z-score, (d)
mRNA expression log2 z-score for time points 65, 75, 90, 120 relative to time point 60.
(e) Myc/Flag log2 ChIP-chip values for the normal Rap1 turnover time course (orange)
and the osmotic stress time course (light blue).
Same as (a-e) for (f-j)
RPS12/YOR369C (k-o) HXT5/YHR096C, (p-u) YH033W.
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Figure 3-8. Differences in Myc/Flag occur simutlaneously with changes in Rap1
occupancy. (a) Heat map of background corrected Rap1-Myc/Rap1-Flag values for the
normal Rap1 turnover timecourse clustered using average linkage (Cluster 3.0) of time
points 60-90 for the Rap1-Myc/Rap1-Flag background corrected values for the osmotic
stress (NaCl) time course (b). Same as (a) Proportion of the median for each row to
consistnet drops in occupancy that occur across targets with differences initial
occupancy levels.

Development of additional turnover strains to measure the DNA residence
dynamics of a broad range of DNA associated proteins
The generality of our model can also be tested by looking at the binding dynamics of a
broad variety of proteins that interact with DNA. To better understand the dynamic
relationship these proteins have with the genome, we collaborated with Brenda Andrews’
lab to generate additional turnover strains (Table 3-1). These strains were generated in
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a high throughput manner by Ji Young of the Andrews lab using synthetic genetic array
technology. Briefly, the transcription factor (TF)-Myc library MAT a strain171 is crossed to
a pGal-TF-Flag Mat-alpha library generated by the Andrews lab. Selection using a
modified synthetic genetic array technology is performed to generate a Mat-a haploid
strain containing both pGal-TF-Flag and pTF-TF-Myc172. While selection of proteins to
assay by competition ChIP was focused on transcription factors, several other classes of
proteins were selected. These included polymerase components, SMC proteins, and
chromatin modifying enzymes like histone acetyltransferases (Table 3-1).
Preliminary analysis of these strains was performed to identify ideal candidates
for full turnover experiments. We performed plate growth assays under conditions that
would repress (YP 2% Raffinose agar plates) or induce (YP 2% Galactose agar plates)
the second tagged copy of the DNA interacting protein. Several strains grew poorly on
the inducing YPG plates (Figure 3-9 + 3-10). These phenotypes are likely the result of
overexpression of the protein of interest173. Alternatively, the epitope tag could cause
decreased growth. Rap1 tagged with HA showed dramatic growth phenotypes that are
absent when Rap1 is tagged with Flag or Myc (Data not shown). Furthermore, plate
growth assays may not be representative of phenotypes that would occur during
galactose induction in the actual turnover time course experiment.
Time course experiments are performed over a relatively short period (~ 2 hrs), in
arrested cells, in liquid media. It is unlikely that robust differences in growth can be
detected on this time scale. However, the plate growth assay does give the ability to
prioritize strains which show no growth defects during induction of the inducible allele.
We performed western blots to determine the presence of expressed tagged proteins
that were appropriately induced upon the addition of galactose (Figure 3-11).
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#

Standard
Name

Gene
name

Category

#

Standard
Name

Gene
name

Category

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

YBR049C
YJR060W
YIL131C
YLR223C
YFR004W
YIL021W
YOR244W
YPL128C
YDL140C
YOR116C
YOL028C
YPL049C
YKL043W
YBL103C
YLR399C
YCR084C
YFL008W
YFR031C
YJL074C
YGR252W
YPR052C
YPL011C
YGR002C
YDL002C
YDR448W
YER164W
YLR086W
YML113W
YOR077W
YBL021C
YOL067C
YOR140W
YER159C
YFR037C
YPR186C
YDR362C
YOL012C
YMR043W
YGR040W
YDL106C
YPR023C
YBR060C
YBL023C
YOL034W
YLR383W
YIL084C
YER088C
YCR018C

REB1
CBF1
FKH1
IFH1
RPN11
RPB3
ESA1
TBF1
RPO21
RPO31
YAP7
DIG1
PHD1
RTG3
BDF1
TUP1
SMC1
SMC2
SMC3
GCN5
NHP6A
TAF3
SWC4
NHP10
ADA2
CHD1
SMC4
DAT1
RTS2
HAP3
RTG1
SFL1
BUR6
RSC8
PZF1
TFC6
HTZ1
MCM1
KSS1
PHO2
EAF3
ORC2
MCM2
SMC5
SMC6
SDS3
DOT6
SRD1

site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
non-DNA binding
general
chromatin
general
general
general
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
general
site-specific
other DNA
other DNA
other DNA
chromatin
chromatin
general
chromatin
chromatin
chromatin
chromatin
other DNA
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
general
chromatin
chromatin
chromatin
chromatin
site-specific
non-DNA binding
site-specific
chromatin
other DNA
other DNA
other DNA
other DNA
chromatin
chromatin
non-DNA binding

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

YHL009C
YDL170W
YFL021W
YLR278C
YGL071W
YBR089C-A
YPL139C
YJL164C
YPL203W
YER169W
YGL254W
YEL009C
YLR403W
YHR084W
YKL112W
YGL238W
YAR002W
YDL116W
YMR021C
YOR230W
YJR147W
YKL185W
YDR463W
YGL013C
YOR304W
YPL128C
YMR044W
YFL044C
YLR455W
YCL055W
YGR071C
YDR216W
YNL068C
YCR065W
YLR451W
YDL056W
YPL089C
YER111C
YDR146C
YLR182W
YBR083W
YGL035C
YDR043C
YLR176C
YDR451C
YML027W
YNL167C
YDR207C

YAP3
UGA3
GAT1
YLR278C
AFT1
NHP6B
UME1
TPK1
TPK2
RPH1
FZF1
GCN4
SFP1
STE12
ABF1
CSE1
NUP60
NUP84
MAC1
WTM1
HMS2
ASH1
STP1
PDR1
ISW2
TBF1
IOC4
OTU1
YLR455W
KAR4
YGR071C
ADR1
FKH2
HCM1
LEU3
MBP1
RLM1
SWI4
SWI5
SWI6
TEC1
MIG1
NRG1
RFX1
YHP1
YOX1
SKO1
UME6

site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
chromatin
chromatin
non-DNA binding
non-DNA binding
chromatin
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
non-DNA binding
non-DNA binding
non-DNA binding
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
chromatin
general
general
non-DNA binding
non-DNA binding
site-specific
non-DNA binding
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific
site-specific

Table 3-1. Potential turnover strains.
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Figure 3-9. Plate growth assay of turnover strains A.
Turnover strains are assayed for their growth characteristics on uninduced 2% Dextrose
(left) and induced conditions 2% Galactose (right). Strains are grown to log phase in
liquid YPD and diluted to an O.D. of 0.4 and then plated in 10 fold dilutions on the
appropriate media. Performed with Kiri Sunde.

Figure 3-10. Plate growth assay of turnover strains B.
Turnover strains are assayed for their growth characteristics on uninduced 2% Dextrose
(left) and induced conditions 2% Galactose (right). Strains are grown to log phase in
liquid YPD and diluted to an O.D. of 0.4 and then plated in 10 fold dilutions on the
appropriate media. Performed with Kiri Sunde.
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constitutive expression of a Myc isoform and an inducible Flag isoform, which were both
of the appropriate size. To identify if some of these strains performed well in ChIP-chip,
we tested the CBF1 and RPB3 strains for Flag/Myc enrichment by ChIP-chip on PCR
arrays in YPR and at 120 minutes following the addition of 2% galactose. Cbf1 is a
transcription factor which binds to a number of targets across the genome and to
centromeres174. Rpb3 is a component of RNA polymerase II123. Preliminary experiments
confirmed the ability to successfully ChIP these proteins at known regions of enrichment
(Figure 3-12).

Array data is stored in the UNC Microarray Database; Cbf1: YPR

(yOIH134U), 120 min (yOIH135U). Rpb3: YPR (yOIH136U), 120 min (yOIH137u).
Both Cbf1 and Rpb3 provide unique opportunities to look at the DNA residence
dynamics of proteins with specialized functions. Study of Rpb3 dynamics might reveal
novel information about transcription regulation, polymerase pausing, chromatin barriers,
polymerase recycling, and gene looping. Due to polymerase’s (Rpb3) relatively equal
distribution along the body of genes, ChIP-exo may be required to maximize resolution
of Rpb3 dynamics and avoid the influence of large fragment size and relatively
continuous binding sites.
Conclusion
Our work provides evidence for a model in which transcription factor binding turnover is
a major point of regulation in determining the functional consequences of transcription
factor binding. Importantly, this model provides a plausible mechanism for changing the
function of a transcription factor within seconds from an activator (in this case, stable
binding) to a repressor (treadmilling), or vice versa. This could be achieved at any given
locus through a “clutch” that alters the balance of the continual competition between
transcription factors and nucleosomes. This clutch could operate through histone
modification, histone variant incorporation, or any other site-directed chromatin
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remodeling activity.
While we propose that nucleosomes play a major role in regulating transcription
factor dynamics, other factors may contribute to transcription factor turnover. TATA
binding protein (TBP) dynamics is regulated by a Swi2/Snf2 ATP-dependent remodeler,
Mot1, which catalyzes TBP displacement from DNA92,127,175. This suggests a class of
proteins may function to specifically regulate the length of time a transcription factor is
bound.

HMGB proteins have also been shown to accelerate the turnover of bound

proteins176 and influence the dynamics of nucleosomes61. In yeast, it is estimated that
many genes are associated with over a hundred proteins involved in transcription
initiation177. While not all of these proteins bind DNA directly, coordination of the dynamic
formation of these complexes is highly regulated. Nucleosomes are such an attractive
target for regulation of residence dynamics because they would allow for a more
widespread and efficient regulation system than regulating the residence dynamics of
each factor with specific remodelers.
Additional work is required to determine the generality of this mechanism and the
factors that regulate nucleosome stability. We are currently pursuing different ways to
test the generality of the model. Turnover experiments with altered binding site affinity,
altered nucleosome formation potential or genetic mutants may also help elucidate the
factors which regulate transcription factor residence. I explore the possible influence of
nucleosome positioning and HMGB proteins on transcription factor turnover in the next
chapter.
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Figure 3-11. Preliminary screen for presence of two differentially Myc and Flag
tagged copies in various turnover strains. Western blots of WCE of turnover strains
grown in YPR (0) or induced with 2% galactose for 120 minutes (120). Blots were
probed initially with anti-Myc stripped and probed with anti-Flag. Several strains show
signal for both Myc and Flag tagged versions of the protein of interest. In addition,
several strains have signal for the inducible Flag allele only after induction with
galactose. Performed with Kiri Sunde.

Figure 3-12. Rpb3 and Cbf1 turnover strains are suitable for ChIP. (a) ChIP-chip
Rpb3-Flag/Rpb3-Myc log2 z-score from the RPB3 turnover strain grown in YPR without
alpha-factor arrest as compared to transcription rate145. Highly transcribed ribosomal
genes (Red) are enriched in the constitutive Rpb3-Myc isoform as compared to all other
open reading frames (Blue). (b) The most overrepresented Bioprospector motif for the
top 50 most enriched intergenics for ChIP-chip of Cbf1-Myc relative to Cbf1-Flag from
the CBF1 turnover strain grown in YPR without arrest matches the canonical Cbf1
binding motif162.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TEXT
Competition ChIP measures residence time
In competition ChIP, the experimental data is fit with an analytic model to extract the
turnover rate λ, with 1/ λ determining the average length between two turnover events.
We found that under our experimental conditions λ can only be determined for sites with
relatively slow turnover and 1/ λ has to be longer than 500s (Supplementary Figure 35,3-6b). It is, however, not clear how this turnover rate is linked to the biophysical
properties usually used to describe protein-DNA interactions, namely the search time for
a binding site and the actual residence time at this site. As described in detail below, our
simulations suggest that under our experimental conditions the extracted turnover is
independent of the underlying search time and depends solely on the underlying
residence time. We also describe below how this can be explained by the measurement
principle of ChIP-chip. In sum, our analysis suggests that the extracted turnover rate at a
binding site is actually its dissociation rate. In other words, competition ChIP measures
the residence time.
Model to describe protein-DNA binding interaction kinetics for the simulation of
competition ChIP
DNA-protein interactions are often described in a simplified model with first order
reversible binding kinetics178,86. In this model proteins find their binding sites by random
diffusion and upon binding they remain transiently bound for a certain time. Two time
scales describe this process. First, the time it takes a newly unbound site to be bound by
one of the freely diffusing proteins, or the search time Ts. Second, the length of time this
protein will stay bound at a site, or the residence time TR.
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Monte-Carlo simulation of competition ChIP
To determine how the turnover rate is related to the biophysical properties describing the
protein-DNA interactions, we implemented a Monte Carlo simulation. This simulation is
defined using a short strand of DNA with one binding site and considers the basic
properties of a ChIP-chip experiment as well as the dynamic binding interactions of a
transcription factor with this site. The resulting competition ChIP curves can then be fit
with the same analytic model used to process the experimental data to extract the
turnover rate λ for the simulated curve.
The simulation consists of the following components (Supplementary Figure 3-5a):
Simulated strand of DNA with Promoter
A short strand of DNA with one binding site is defined. The residence time of
transcription factors at this site can be defined.
Search time
The average time for a population of transcription factors to find and bind to this site,
called the search time, can be defined for the beginning of the experiment. One
important parameter that defines the search time is the concentration of transcription
factors that search for a site179. The models describing this search process propose an
inverse linear proportionality between the number of searching proteins and the search
time, such that doubling the number of searching proteins results in half the search
time179,180. In competition ChIP, increased protein levels would therefore shorten the
search time. We consider this in the simulations by decreasing the search time
accordingly with increasing amounts of competitor protein. This means if we have, for
instance, equal amounts of competitor and constitutive protein, the search time will only
be half of what it was with only constitutive protein at the beginning of the experiment.
Simulated probe coverage
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The length and distribution of the probes spanning the promoter can be determined. We
used a probe coverage that corresponds to the microarray platform used in our study.
Each probe has a counter to register the simulated hybridization events for either tagged
transcription factor isoform (Supplementary Figure 3-5a,e).
Protein levels
A central part of a competition ChIP experiment is the time-dependent relative increase
of the competitor protein. These additional proteins can then compete for the binding
site. This increase is specified as the time-dependent ratio of the amount of competitor
to the total pool of proteins. We used the experimentally measured protein levels in the
simulation.
ChIP fragments
For each time-point a distribution of enriched fragments similar to what is found in ChIP
is simulated. These fragments have a random alignment with the simulated strand of
DNA and their length is randomly determined following a Gaussian distribution. We used
a mean value of 500 bp with a standard deviation of 50 bp for the following simulations.
Temporal sampling
The simulation is performed at high temporal resolution to guarantee accurate results
(time between time points dT = 60s). However, the actual frequency of sampling in
practice is slower. Therefore, turnover curves are extracted at the time-points that
correspond to the experimental measurement points.
Implementation of competitive protein-DNA binding interactions
The simulation starts with an unbound binding site. For each time-point a random
number (R) between 0 and 1 is generated to determine if the site will be bound. If R is
smaller than 1-exp(-dT/TS) then the site will be bound, otherwise it will stay available.
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Then we determine whether the competitor or the constitutive protein will bind to this
site. The probability of being bound by a competitor or constitutive is directly related to
the relative protein level.

We consider this by calculating another random number R

between 0 and 1. If R is smaller the current protein ratio the site will be bound by a
competitor, otherwise by a constitutive protein. For a site which is bound, we check at
each time point if the protein will unbind with a random number R between 0 and 1. The
protein will unbind only if this number is smaller than 1-exp(-dT/TR).
Implementation of ChIP-chip
For each time point we simulate 10 ChIP fragments. We then check if these fragments
align with the probes which tile the binding site. If they do, we check which protein
isoform of the theoretical transcription factor is bound. Then we check which probes
align with this fragment and increase the counter of this allele for the respective
segments by one (Supplementary Figure 3-5a). In order to simulate noise associated
with ChIP-chip we added a false positive rate (detection independent of a bound
promoter), and a false negative rate (failed detection of a good hybridization event).
We repeat this simulation 500 times with the same configuration. Counts for
either protein isoform are simply summed for each probe (Supplementary Figure 3-5b).
Turnover can then be calculated for each time point by dividing the counts for the
competitor isoform by the counts for the constitutive isoform. The turnover curve is then
calculated by averaging the value of probes that are within +/- 150bp of the binding site.
This curve can then be fit with the analytic model and yields the turnover rate λ
(Supplementary Figure 3-5c).
Monte-Carlo simulations suggest that competition chip measures residence time
We then simulated turnover curves for a wide range of search and residence times. We
repeated the simulation ten times for each set of parameters and calculated averaged
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values for the estimated turnover rate λ. We extended the investigated range of
transcription factor search times well outside the expected values which have been
quantified in recent experiments to guarantee that we obtain results that are generally
valid181,182. We found that 1/λ correlated well with the residence time TR used to simulate
the data (Supplementary Figure 3-5d).
We found this result surprising at first since we expected that the measured
turnover might also show some dependence on the search time to find a binding site.
We think, however, that the dependence of turnover rate only on the residence time can
be understood when considering the measurement principle of a ChIP-chip experiment.
Supplementary Figure 3-5e shows the theoretical sequence of binding and search
events at a binding site. In competition ChIP we calculate the population average of
bound competitor and constitutive protein at a given promoter for each time point. The
turnover ratio at this promoter is then determined by this ratio. The search time
determines the time in between binding events and therefore their temporal spacing
(Supplementary Figure 3-5e). A scenario with longer search times will result in fewer
positive hybridization events per time point simply because the site is more often
unbound and therefore does not contribute to the measurements (Supplementary
Figure 3-5f). The search time, however, neither influences the probability of which
protein isoform will be bound to a free promoter nor how long a bound protein will stay at
a promoter. This means that the actual binding event is not influenced by the search
time; the search time determines only how often the binding events happen. We
therefore predict that the search time will have some influence on the average levels of
competitor and constitutive protein at a promoter, but that their ratio, i.e. the turnover
ratio, stays conserved.
Simulations assuming the same residence time while altering search times
confirmed this prediction (Supplementary Figure 3-5f). Longer search times indeed
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resulted in a decrease of detected hybridization events. The estimated turnover ratios
were, however, identical for the different simulated search times. This suggests the
extracted turnover curves are independent of the search time and depend exclusively on
the residence time and the relative increase of competitor protein. The curves can then
be fit with the known protein levels and the estimated turnover rate λ is in excellent
agreement with the residence time used in the simulation (Supplementary Figure 35d). In summary, our simulations suggest that competition ChIP directly measures the
residence time independently of the search time.
Effect of protein quantification on turnover estimates
One important input parameter for the turnover model is the relative increase of
competitor protein over time. For our Rap1 turnover experiments we measured the
relative increase of competitor by western blots, which yielded some variation in this rate
of increase depending on the experiment (Supplementary Figure 3-6a, gray curves).
We therefore wondered how errors in estimating this rate of increase might affect our
residence time measurements. We performed simulations to address this question by
considering three different rates of competitor increase that spanned the measured
range of increase (Supplementary Figure 3-6a). For each relative rate of competitor
increase we simulated turnover curves with a range of different turnover rates λ
(Supplementary Figure 3-6b), with an upper bound on λ set by the detection limit in our
system (1/ λ > 500s. This determines the lower detection limit for 1/ λ. We then
investigated the impact of assuming erroneous protein levels in the fit of turnover data.
To this end we fit each set of simulated curves assuming the different protein levels.
Supplementary Figure 3-6c shows estimates obtained when fitting curves generated
with protein level 2, i.e. intermediate speed of increase of protein level. The fits
performed with the correct protein levels reproduced the residence time used to simulate
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them (Supplementary Figure 3-6c, compare blue and black bar). However, as we
would expect when we fit the curves with the erroneous protein levels we obtained small
systematic deviations. When curves were fit with protein levels that showed an increase
in competitor that is faster than the ones used to simulate the curves (yellow bars) the
estimates of 1/ λ were too slow. These deviations were, however, only moderate. More
importantly, the relative ranking of the estimated turnover rate stayed intact. Taken
together this result suggests that there could be an impact of erroneous protein levels on
the parameter estimations but it would be minor, and more importantly the qualitative
interpretation would not be affected since the relative ranking of the estimates would not
be affected.
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Supplementary Figure 3-1. Rap1 turnover strain optical density.
Comparison of optical density (O.D. 600nm) between a ∆bar1 strain and the Rap1
turnover strain (∆bar1) in (a) YPD (Yeast extract 1%, Peptone 2%, and Dextrose 2%)
and (b) Turnover conditions; YPR (Yeast extract 1%, Peptone 2%, and Raffinose 2%) at
time 0 hours (black arrow), α-factor at 4.5 hours (green arrow), and 2% Galactose at 7.5
hours (purple arrow)
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Supplementary Figure 3-2. Consistent competition-ChIP values on two different
microarray platforms.
(a) Colorimetric representation of log2 Myc/Flag values across Rap1 competition time
courses compares pilot experiments of two replicates of Rap1 competition ChIP on
PCR-based arrays (left) with two independent replicates on the Nimblegen HD4 platform
(right). Scales for each experiment set are below the heat maps. Heat maps are
ordered based on the Myc/Flag values at time zero for the HD4 array. Only targets that
had data for both the PCR based array and HD4 arrays are shown. These preliminary
PCR based array turnover experiments are available at GEO accession #GSE27377,
but are not use in this study.
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Supplementary Figure 3-3. Rap1-Myc replaces Rap1-Flag while total Rap1
remains constant.
(a) Average single channel intensity for Rap1-Myc and Rap1-Flag for a probe (id:
CHR15FS000253677) in the promoter of RPS15/YOL040C. (b) Same as (a) for
AFT1/YGL071W, CHR07FS000371419 (c) Telomere right end of Chr IX,
CHR09FS000439780. (d) Average probe intensity for the average of the raw single
channel intensity probe values for each Rap1-Flag experiments for each time point
(green) or Rap1-Myc (purple). The average standard deviation of the raw single channel
intensity probe values for both Rap1-Flag experiments (blue) or Rap1-Myc (red). (e)
Average raw single channel intensity z-score for the probe CHR15FS000978891 for
Rap1-Flag (blue) and Rap1-Myc (red). Compare to Fig. 2c. (f) Comparison of Rap1-Myc
log2 z-score vs. Rap1-Flag log2 z-score ChIP-chip values for Rap1 targets. A strain
expressing Rap1-Myc and Rap1-Flag at different loci from identical Rap1 promoters was
grown to log phase and the enrichment of Rap1-Myc ChIP (clone 9E10, Millipore) was
compared to Rap1-Flag ChIP (M2, Sigma) on whole genome PCR arrays. No
systematic bias in enrichment for either antibody or isoform is seen at Rap1 targets.
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Supplementary Figure 3-4. Rap1 occupancy remains constant throughout the
time course.
(a) UCSC genome browser screenshot of Rap1 turnover time course at Chr XV. 150
minutes occupancy track represents the z-score of the average sum of single intensity
channel for both replicates of Myc and Flag at time 150 minutes divided by two times the
average input signal from the time 0 ChIP-chip experiment. This is compared to the
traditionally derived Chip-chip values for Rap1 occupancy (Rap1 Ip/input) at time 60 and
0 minutes. (b) Scatter plot comparing Rap1 occupancy (Rap1 IP/input) at time 0
minutes (x-axis) and 60 minutes (y-axis) for all probes on the microarray. Scatterplot is
colored by point density from Red to Violet. (c) Same as (b) comparing Rap1 occupancy
at time 0 (Rap1 IP/input) to the 150 occupancy proxy ((Myc+Flag)/Time zero input).
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Supplementary Figure 3-5. Monte Carlo simulation shows residence time can be
measured using competition ChIP.
(a) Schematic of the theoretical implementation of ChIP-chip parameters. Simulation is
performed on a short strand of DNA (light gray bar) with a promoter with one binding site
(red rectangle). Length and location of probes (dark grey rectangles) can be defined
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along the strand. Each probe has a counter that registers positive hybridization events.
Then ChIP fragments (purple, orange, green bars) with random location and length are
simulated. A hybridization event only takes place when the simulated strands overlays
with the promoter. Then the counters for the probes that overlay with these strands are
increased by one (indicated by +1 in the respective color). Simulations are repeated 500
times. The simulated values of the counters of the probes can be plotted in a histogram
and show the typical triangular shape of a ChIP-chip binding site. (b) For the simulation
of competition ChIP each probe has two counters, one for each of the two alleles. These
plots show an example of a simulated competition chip experiment for a search time of
50s and a residence time of 1000s. The first row shows the simulation at the beginning
of the experiment and the second row at the end of the experiment. In the first column
are the counts for the constitutive protein, second column for the competitor, third
column for the ratio of competitor again constitutive, i.e. the turnover ratio. Plots illustrate
how over time competitor builds up and competes for the binding site with the
constitutive protein. (c) The turnover curve is calculated by averaging probes that are
within +/- 150 bp of the binding site (black curve). This curve can be fit with the analytic
turnover model (red). The fit yielded a turnover rate 1/λ = 920s which correlates well with
the residence time of 1000s used in the simulation. (d) Turnover curves were simulated
over a wide range of search times and residence times and fit with the analytic model.
Bars show mean value and standard deviation of 10 repeats for each pair of parameters.
Estimated turnover rate 1/λ correlates well with the residence time for all simulated
search times. (e) Illustration of impact of different search times in simulation of
competition ChIP. Schemes illustrate multiple sequences of binding events at a given
binding site as a function of time. A bound site is indicated by a rectangle (green for
being bound by constitutive, red for being bound by competitor). The gray bar between
either a red or a green rectangle indicates search times, i.e. the time a binding sites
stays unbound. The width of the rectangles indicates duration of the event. Each of the
rows corresponds to one sequence of binding events for either short search times (left)
or long search times (right). The final result of the simulation is then the sum of all
hybridization events for both counters at each time point (number is red and green
rectangles). Longer search times result in longer spacing between binding events. The
amount of hybridization events at a given time-point is therefore reduced. This behavior
is, however, an extreme case since it occurs for search times that are much longer than
expected from experimental data. (f) Results of the simulated turnover for different
search times with the same residence time. All other parameters of the simulation are
identical (including the number of simulated segments). The simulation with shorter
search time has more positive hybridization events than the simulation with longer
search times. The turnover curve, i.e. the ratio of competitor to constitutive protein, is,
however, identical and overlays well with the simulated model curve with 1/λ = 1000s.
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Supplementary Figure 3-6. Impact of protein quantification on estimated turnover
rate
(a) Gray curves show four experimentally measured curves. Yellow, blue, and orange
lines show the theoretical relative rates of competitor increase covering the
experimentally observed range. (b) Turnover curves with different turnover rate λ
simulated with the three different relative rates of competitor increase. Turnover curves
with turnover rate 1/λ smaller than 500s overlays with the relative rate of competitor
increase and cannot be quantified. (c) Turnover curves simulated with the relative rate
of competitor increase 2 (intermediate speed of increase) were fit with all relative rates of
competitor increase. Fits with correct relative rate of competitor increase (blue bars)
yielded exact estimates (compare to black bars). Fits with relative rate of competitor
increase that were faster than the ones used to simulate the curves (yellow bars)
resulted in an overestimation of 1/ λ. Fits with a slower relative rate of competitor
increase resulted in an underestimation of 1/ λ.
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Supplementary Figure 3-7. Residual values between competition ChIP and the
model
(a) Residuals of the all Rap1 target’s model derived log2 values (Fig. 2g) subtracted from
the experimentally derived competition-ChIP log2 values (Fig. 2f). Residual value is
colored from the 10th percentile value (-.26; blue) to the 90th percentile value (.65; red)
of all residuals.
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Supplementary Figure 3-8. The number of Rap1 motifs present at a Rap1 target is
not strongly associated with residence time
(a) Rap1 occupancy (z-score) on the y-axis vs. Rap1 residence on the x-axis.
Ribosomal protein gene targets are colored according to the number of Rap1 motifs
detected by Clover within their peak boundaries (Green, less than or equal to one; Red,
greater than or equal to two; Gray are non-ribosomal protein gene targets. (b) Same as
(a) for all Rap1 targets. Colors represent the number of Rap1 motifs within each targets
peak boundary: Yellow, 0 motifs; Green, 1 motif; Red, 2 motifs; Blue, 3-4 motifs; Purple,
5 and greater motifs). Telomeric spots have tandem arrays of Rap1-like binding sites,
and constitute 17/22 of the Rap1 targets with 5+ motifs. In other classes of Rap1 targets,
there does not appear to be a relationship between Rap1 residence and motif number.
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Supplementary Figure 3-9. Rap1 occupancy/residence groups.
(a) To gain additional insight into the relationship between Rap1 residence, occupancy
and function we grouped Rap1 targets into low occupancy/fast turnover (Group 1), high
occupancy/fast turnover (Group 2), and high occupancy/slow turnover (Group 3) groups.
Telomeric sites were not included in this analysis. Dashed lines represent cut-off points.
Residence cut-off; 66.6 min, Occupancy cutoff; 3 z-score. (b) Colorimetric heat maps of
in vitro (top) and in vivo nucleosome occupancy (bottom) centered on Rap1 binding
motifs as determined by Clover183 for Rap1 occupancy/residence groups defined in (a).
The total number of Rap1 targets in each group are in parentheses. To the right of each
heat map are plots of the average nucleosome occupancy10 for each group centered on
the Rap1 motif. Targets with multiple Rap1 motifs are represented by only one randomly
chosen motif. (c) Scatterplot of PBM score153 vs. Rap1 residence for three groups
defined in (a). Same as (c) for (d) Histone H3 turnover90, (e) Rap1-nucleosome
interactions80, (f) Esa1 occupancy z-score149 (g) RNA pol II occupancy90 (h) Sensitivity to
chromatin remodelers score184, (i) Transcriptional plasticity score184 (j) Tup1 occupancy
for Tup1 bound targets185 (k) rap1ts/Wt nucleosome occupancy for Rap1
occupancy/residence groups defined in (a) centered around Rap1 motifs140. (l) Scatter
plot of Rap1 targets for Rap1 occupancy vs. Rap1 residence. Target genes that are
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repressed in stress conditions are colored green and targets that are induced are
colored red165. Rap1 targets that are neither induced nor repressed following stress are
colored in grey. Dashed lines represent residence and occupancy cut-offs defined in (a).
(m) Same as (l) for static Rap1 targets (orange) and low glucose conditional Rap1
targets (blue). Of 24 low glucose targets represented 18/24 (75%) are in group 173. (n)
Top position weight matrix motifs discovered for Rap1 targets grouped as defined in (a).
(o) The top three GO term enrichment categories and associated p-value from AmiGO
(http://amigo.geneontology.org/) for each Rap1 occupancy/residence term group defined
in (a). Downstream genes from Rap1 targets with both one and two open reading frames
were used. All parameters are default and the background is all yeast open reading
frames as defined in SGD (http://www.yeastgenome.org/).
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Supplementary Figure 3-10. A/T bases are found at Rap1 motifs with long Rap1
residence.
(a) (Compare to Fig. 3-4g) Top position weight matrix motifs discovered for Rap1 targets
grouped by occupancy. The number of targets for each group is in parentheses. (b)
(Compare to Fig. 3-4h) All motifs from the top position weight matrix for each occupancy
group are colored by their A/T (purple) or G/C (green) content at each motif base
position. (c) (Compare to Fig. 3-4i) Percentage of A/T content for the entire Rap1 motif
(blue), AA/AT/TA/TT at the 12thand 13th motif position (green), TT at the 12th and 13th
position (purple) and GG/GC/CG/CC at the 12th and 13th position (red) for Rap1 targets
grouped by occupancy. Rap1 PBM score, a measurement of in vitro affinity of Rap1 for
its genomic targets153, are compared to (d) Rap1 residence and (e) Rap1 occupancy.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strain construction
The RAP1 gene and promoter was cloned into the pRS403 plasmid and integrated by
homologous recombination into the HIS3 locus of BY4741. The two copies of RAP1
were then sequentially tagged using the 9X MYC epitope from pYM20:hphNT1 at the
HIS3 copy of RAP1 and the 3X FLAG tag from p3FLAG-KanMX at the endogenous
RAP1 copy. The HIS3 copy of the RAP1 promoter was replaced using homologous
recombination by amplifying the GALL:natNT2 promoter from the pYM-N27 plasmid.
Integrations were confirmed using PCR and western blots. The BAR1 gene was knocked
out by homologous recombination using a LEU2 gene amplified from pRS405.
Time course
Yeast were grown overnight in YPD (Yeast Extract 1%, Peptone 2%, Dextrose 2%) and
used to inoculate 800 ml of YPR (Yeast Extract 1%, Peptone 2%, Raffinose 2%) to an
OD600 of 0.2 (Genesys 20 Spectrophotometer) in a 4L Erlenmeyer flask. These cells
were grown to an OD600 of 0.4 and subsequently arrested using 5 µM alpha factor (400
µL of 10 mM, GenScript) until 95% of the yeast cells were unbudded (~3hrs). Cells were
then induced by adding 40% galactose to a final concentration of 2%. At this time
additional alpha factor was added (400 µL of 10 mM, GenScript). Samples were
collected at time points 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 90, 120, and 150 minutes following
galactose induction. At each time point, 35ml of culture was taken and added
immediately to 37% formaldehyde to a final concentration of 1% for 20 minutes. 13 ml
were taken for subsequent RNA preparation. 2 ml were taken for protein preparation by
pelleting cells and heating at 95°C for 5 min in 0.06 M Tris-HCL, pH 6.8, 10% glycerol,
2% SDS, 5% 2-mercaptoethanol, and 0.0025% bromophenol blue. All samples were
frozen immediately in liquid nitrogen (For full protocol see Appendix A).
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NaCl stress time course
The NaCl stress time course was performed identically to the normal time course except
5M NaCl was added to the culture to a final concentration of .75M immediately after the
time 60 time point was taken and only time points 0, 30, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 90, 120, 150
minutes after induction with 2% galactose were collected. Total Rap1 (y-300 antibody)
ChIP was performed at time 90 and 120 minutes. ChIP DNA was prepared as for the
normal turnover experiment and hybridized to Nimblegen HD4 12-plex arrays.
Turnover model
A mathematical model is required to interpret the data, and to obtain relative binding
turnover rates. We used a modified version of a histone H3 turnover model90. The
original H3 turnover model assumed that there was no competitor protein present prior
to its induction90. By western blots, we were also unable to detect the presence of the
Rap1 competitor protein prior to induction. Nevertheless, at each locus we consistently
measured a non-zero competitor signal from the microarray even before the competitor
was induced. This likely reflects non-specific background from our microarrays. Most of
the steps that could contribute to this noise, e.g. non-specific pull down from the beads,
site-specific variations in the DNA amplification, or non-specific binding bias in
hybridization, would affect the constitutive and competitor signal equally, and therefore
we assume for simplicity that the total non-specific background signal is approximately
the same for the constitutive signal and for the competitor signal in our modified turnover
model. We assume that at each binding site the measured IP signal is the true IP signal
plus the background:

mIP(t ) = IP(t ) + BGD(t )
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(1)

We assume that at the beginning of the experiment (prior to induction) the true IP
signal of the competitor is zero. The background signal at the start of the experiment is
therefore the signal measured for the competitor protein A at time 0:

mIPA (0) = BGD(0)

(2)

The measured background signal will generally be time-dependent because our
data showed that the measured raw intensities of the IP signals for the constitutive and
competitor Rap1 proteins fluctuated from one time point to the next, even though their
relative proportion remained roughly the same. This suggests that there are systematic
variations in either the ChIP conditions or the microarray imaging conditions from one
time point to the next which would also likely influence the background signal.
The systematic changes in either the ChIP or imaging conditions can be
quantified by comparing the total signal of constitutive plus competitor at each binding
site as a function of time. We assume that the addition of competitor does not change
total occupancy90 (Supplementary Figure 3-3+3-4). Thus, at each binding site, the ratio
of the total signal (constitutive plus competitor) at time t versus time 0 generates a
scaling factor to account for systematic fluctuations over time. This scaling factor (the
brackets in Eq. (3) below) can be used to calculate the background at time t based on
the background at time 0:

⎡ IP (t ) + IPB (t ) ⎤
BGD(t ) = BGD(0) × ⎢ A
⎥
⎣ IPA (0) + IPB (0) ⎦

(3)

With this formula, we can calculate an occupancy ratio in the presence of background.
First note that the occupancy ratio R(t ) in the absence of background is defined as the
ratio of the IPs of the competitor and constitutive signals:

R(t ) = IPA (t ) IPB (t )
We define a measured occupancy ratio mR(t ) that includes the background signal:
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(4)

mR(t ) = mIPA (t ) mIPB (t ) = [ IPA (t ) + BGD(t )] [ IPB (t ) + BGD(t )]

(5)

where the second equality arises by substitution from Eq. (1) assuming that the
background is the same in the competitor and constitutive signals. Using Eqs. (2)(3)(4),
Eq. (5) can be rewritten as:

mR(t) = !" R(t) + C0 1+ R(t) #$ !"1+ C0 1+ R(t) #$

(

where C0 = mIPA (0)

( IPA (0) + IPB (0) ) .

)

(

)

(6)

This constant can be expressed in terms of

measurable quantities by using Eq. (1) and the previously stated assumption

IPA (0) = 0 to yield:
C0 =

mR(0)
1 − mR(0)

where mR(0) is the measured occupancy ratio at time 0. In practice, we calculated

(7)

C0

by averaging over the first 3 time points which all showed no detectable competitor
signal. With this estimate of

C0 , Eq. (6) enables calculation of an occupancy ratio in the

presence of a microarray background signal by using the occupancy ratio

R(t ) calculated in the absence of background6.
R(t ) is the probability that a locus is occupied by the competitor protein divided
by the probability that it is occupied by the constitutive protein6. If P is the probability that
the competitor occupies a given locus, then the probability that the constitutive protein
occupies the locus is 1 − P (t ) , and so R(t ) becomes:

R(t ) =

P(t )
1 − P(t )

(8)

This probability satisfies the following differential equation90:

⎛
⎞
d
A(t )
P(t ) = λ ⎜
− P(t ) ⎟
dt
⎝ A(t ) + B(t )
⎠
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(9)

Here λ is the turnover rate at each locus, and A(t ) and B(t ) are the cellular
concentrations of the free competitor and constitutive proteins. We measured A(t ) and

B(t ) at all time points by western blot. To determine the turnover rate λ for each locus
we tuned λ to fit the measured occupancy ratio mR(t ) at that locus. Specifically, we
varied λ in Eq. (9) such that the value of R(t ) obtained from Eq. (8) yields the best fit to
our measured occupancy ratio when R(t ) is substituted into Eq. (6).
The modified turnover model (Eq. (6)) was implemented in Matlab 2009b (The
MathWorks, Natick, MA) and Eq. (9) was solved numerically using the ODE45 function.
The Matlab routine lsqcurvefit was used to fit the models to experimental data and
extract the turnover rate λ . We sampled a range of different starting guesses to avoid
the detection of local minima. The MATLAB source code for the modified turnover model
is available at http://code.google.com/p/ccc-process/.
Plasmids
The following plasmids were used in generation of the Rap1 turnover strain:
pRS403186,pRS405186, pYM20:hphNT1144, p3FLAG-KanMX187 ,and pYM-N27144.
Chromatin immunoprecipitation and DNA amplification
Chromatin immunoprecipitation was performed on whole cell extract from crosslinked
cells as described previously using anti-Flag (M2, Sigma), anti-Myc (clone 9E10,
Millipore), and anti-Rap1(y-300, Santa Cruz Biotechnology). IP and/or Input DNA was
amplified using the GenomePlex Complete Whole Genome Amplification (WGA) kit
(WGA2-50RXN, Sigma) and then reamplified using GenomePlex WGA Reamplification
Kit (WGA3-50RXN, Sigma) using provided protocols. DNA was purified using Zymo
columns according to the manufacturer's instructions (Zymo Research).
Hybridization and processing of data from high resolution HD4 microarrays
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For Nimblegen high resolution HD4 microarrays, amplified ChIP material was sent
directly to Nimblegen where it was labeled and hybridized according to protocols in
chapter 3 and 4 of the NimbleGen Arrays User’s Guide ChIP-chip Analysis, Version 3.1,
27 May 2008. Biweight mean scaled ratios are used as input for lowess normalization.
All HD4 array data is deposited in GEO under Accession GSE32351.
Modified lowess normalization
Standard lowess normalization results in depressed binding ratios at the most highly
enriched probes in ChIP-chip experiments.

We therefore implemented a modified

lowess normalization designed specifically for ChIP-chip based on the method described
by Van Werven et al.92. The lowess function is determined for probes that do not show
enrichment by defining a subset of probes which are the most enriched features in a MA
plot. This lowess normalization is then applied to the entire data set with linear
extrapolation to probes outside the range of the lowess fit, which corrects for the deflated
binding ratios at enriched probes.
We implemented a comparable method which only varied in that we defined the
enriched group for the calculation of the lowess function based on the sites we used to
define Rap1 target enrichment for our turnover time course. We then consider all probes
within +/- 2000 bp of these sites to be affected by Rap1, with all other probes forming the
reference group for normalization. Each time-point is normalized separately but we use
the same group of reference probes for the normalization. While we believe using this
modified lowess normalization approach is the most appropriate way to normalize the
data, we find qualitative and quantitatively similar Rap1 turnover values without
normalization (Data not shown).
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Hybridization and processing of data from low resolution PCR based arrays
1 µg of amplified DNA was labeled with either dUTP Cy5 (PA55022, GE Healthcare) or
Cy3 (PA53022, GE Healthcare) for low-resolution PCR-based arrays. Purified labeled
DNA was hybridized to PCR-based arrays representing the whole yeast genome and
covering all coding and non-coding regions at an average resolution of approximately
800 bp81. The time course was performed in duplicate, one in each dye orientation, with
the Myc and Flag samples then comparatively hybridized to an array for each time point.
Arrays were scanned using an Axon 4000B scanner, and analyzed using Genepix 6.0
software (Axon). Only spots with <10% saturated input pixels and a signal intensity of
greater than 500 (background-corrected sum of medians for both channels) were used
for the analysis. Data was further normalized in the UNC microarray database with the
normalized median log2 ratio of Rap1-Myc/Rap1-Flag being used for further analysis. All
low resolution array data is deposited in GEO under Accession GSE27377. We did not
use this ChIP-chip data in any of our analysis except in Supplementary Figure 3-3.
Reverse transcription, cDNA labeling, and expression arrays
Total RNA was extracted by the hot phenol method as previously described188. 30 µg of
total RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA using reagents and protocols provided with
SuperScript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen; Cat. No. 18064-014) containing an
amino-allyl-dDUTP mix (50x aa-dUTP mixture; 1mg amino-allyl dUTP (Sigma) dissolved
with 32 µl of 100 mM dATP, dGTP, dCTP, 12.7 µl 100 mM of dTTP, and 19.3 µl of dH2O)
and an anchored oligo dT primer (22mer; IDT). Reactions were incubated for 2hrs at
42°C, then heated at 95°C for 5 min and snap cooled on ice. RNA was hydrolyzed by
addition of 13µl of 1 N NaOH and 1µl of 0.5M EDTA followed by incubation at 67°C.
Reactions were then neutralized with 50µl of 1M HEPES pH 7.5. cDNA was purified on
Zymo columns (Zymo Research; D4003) using seven volume excess of DNA binding
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buffer. cDNA was eluted off of columns using 5µl of 50mM sodium bicarbonate ph 9.0.
cDNA was fluorescently labeled using Amersham CyDye Post-Labeling Reactive Dye
Packs (#RPN5661). Each dye pack was resuspended in 11µl DMSO and 3µl of mixture
was used per reaction. Cy dyes and aa-dUTP cDNAs were allowed to couple for 2 hours
in the dark. Labeled cDNAs were cleaned up using Zymo columns with seven volumes
excess DNA binding buffer and eluted with 10mM Tris-Cl ph 8.0 and hybridized to arrays
as described previously.
For comparative hybridization, input genomic DNA from the experimental Rap1
turnover strain was extracted using

phenol chloroform. 4µg of genomic DNA was

denatured at 100°C with 10µg of random hexamer (IDT) then snap cooled on ice for 10
minutes. Samples were then incubated with 50 units of Klenow (Exo-) (NEB), and 1X
Buffer 2 (NEB) in a total volume of 50µl at 37°C for 2hrs. Samples were cleaned up with
Zymo columns, eluted in 5µl of 50mM sodium bicarbonate pH 9.0 and coupled to Cy
dyes as for cDNA. Expression studies were performed on PCR-based arrays which
were prepared, processed and analyzed as for the low resolution ChIP arrays10.
Defining regions of Rap1 enrichment
Rap1 ChIP-seq data from yeast strain BY4741 grown in YPD (Yeast extract 1%,
Peptone 2%, and Dextrose 2%) were used to determine precise sites of Rap1 binding.
Peaks and peak summits were called using MACS with a bandwidth of 300 p-value
cutoff of 1e-5. Peaks in our turnover data set were called on total Rap1 occupancy at
time zero using Peakpicker35 to ensure we identified all Rap1 peaks which were present
in our turnover conditions. For analysis, we then used only MACS Chip-seq peak regions
that had at least 1bp of overlap with our time course peaks, and had a z-score > 1.5 at
time zero. Seven regions with a z-score > 1.5 at time zero that were identified at time
zero of the Rap1 time course but not the Chip-seq experiment were also included to
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ensure full representation of Rap1 enriched regions in our experiment. Of the 457 total
Rap1 peak regions identified we did not analyze 18.

15 targets had an estimated

residence time of under 500 seconds, which is too short to measure with our system
(Supplementary Figure 3-6). 3 targets were also excluded which had residence times
which exceeded 1X1010 seconds and showed exceptionally poor fits to the model. The
average log2 Myc/Flag level for all probes which fell within +/- 150 bp of peak summits
were averaged to generate a Myc/Flag value for each time point for each target. On
average 8 probes contributed to the Myc/Flag signal for Rap1 targets. Peaks summits
were used to assign target regions to promoters or coding regions for further analysis.
Telomeric regions were tiled using only uniquely mapping probes, making signal
discontinuous in these regions and making peak calling difficult.

For this reason,

telomeres were defined by annotations from the Saccharomyces genome database
(http://www.yeastgenome.org/). We excluded telomeres from any analysis that relied on
our turnover metric because they contain many arrayed Rap1 binding sites within their
AC-rich repeats.

In theory, as the number of Rap1 binding sites detected by an

individual microarray probe increases, the probability that either isoform of Rap1 will be
detected at that probe increases. This violates some assumptions of our turnover metric,
which would theoretically lead to artificially short residence time estimates. Despite this,
empirically we see no relation between Rap1 residence times and motif number or
density (Supplementary Figure 3-10).
Motif discovery
The 439 Rap1 bound target regions (excluding telomeres), were placed into 4 categories
based on their turnover properties: Longest (110 targets), Long (110 targets), Short (110
targets) and Shortest (109 targets). The DNA sequences for each Rap1 target region in
each group were then used as input for the web-based interface for BioProspector189
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(http://ai.stanford.edu/~xsliu/BioProspector/). Default parameters were used except the
width of the first motif block was changed to “13” and “S. cerevisiae intergenic” was used
as a genome background model. Rap1’s telomeric motif was determined from the full
telomeric sequences of the 26 telomeres which were uniquely mappable on our arrays.
Weblogo190(http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi)

was

used

to

generate

visual

representation of the position weight matrix output from Bioprospector. The 439 Rap1
targets were similarly grouped by their occupancy properties to determine Rap1 motifs
for Rap1 targets grouped by occupancy. The default settings on the motif scanning
program Clover183 were used to detect Rap1 motifs genome wide using a previously
published Rap1 PWM73.
External data sets
Values from existing data sets with a one-to-one correspondence to the arrayed
elements in our study were used as published. For data sets derived from arrays that
did not match our probe set, log2 ratios and z-scores were calculated for each array
probe, for each replicate of the external data set. Z-scores were defined as the number
of standard deviations a probe’s log2 ratio was from the mean log2 ratio of all probes on
the array. In cases with multiple replicates, average z-scores were used to represent
each probe. To map the data back to our experiments, the average z-scores of the array
probes for the specific data set that were contained within the promoter or coding region
assigned to each Rap1 target were used comparison. For histone H3 turnover data, the
highest value for a probe that fell within promoters associated with peak summits for
target regions was used for our analysis90. For Rap1 nucleosome interaction data we
summed all the detected interactions which fell within each Rap1 target region.
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CHAPTER IV
GENOME-WIDE DIFFERENCES IN NUCLEOSOME SPACING REVEAL PRINCIPLES
OF NUCLEOSOME POSITIONING

DNA is a stiff, negatively-charged polymer that is resistant to bending and twisting64.
These physical properties have substantial implications for how entire genomes are
packaged and organized in a nucleus. In eukaryotes, the primary form of packaging is
wrapping 147bp of DNA around positively charged histone proteins to form
nucleosomes191. Nucleosomes are spaced with an intervening piece of linker DNA47. In
addition to packaging, nucleosomes selectively restrict access to DNA while expanding
the local information content of DNA through substantial post-translational modification.
These modified nucleosomes serve as landmarks for certain process such as
transcription, co-transcriptional splicing, DNA replication, and DNA repair9,18. Therefore,
nucleosomes are not randomly distributed across genomes and their positioning is
dynamic192. Deciphering how nucleosome positioning is determined, regulated, and
relates to DNA mediated processes is central to understanding how life is formed.
High-resolution maps of nucleosomes in a wide diversity of eukaryotes have
revealed a common chromatin structure surrounding transcribed regions6,13,15,193,194.
Well-positioned nucleosomes are located near the transcription start site (+1) and near
the transcription termination site of coding regions (TN)14,15.

The +1 and TN

nucleosomes are flanked by nucleosome free regions (NFR), which act as boundaries to
prevent nucleosome formation. Sequence specific transcription factors bind at promoter
NFRs to regulate transcription and work to exclude nucleosomes21,38,140.

Internal to

these NFR are regularly spaced arrays of nucleosomes, which show decreased
positioning the farther they are into the body of the coding regions14.
Despite this common organization, the exact determinants of nucleosome
positioning have yet to be determined10-12,20,195. This may be because several factors
such as DNA sequence11,31,195, ATP dependent chromatin remodelers12,20,21,41, DNA
binding proteins38,196, linker proteins44, statistical positioning14,16, and higher order
chromatin structure25,59,197, all influence nucleosome positioning. These factors appear to
work to varying degrees at different locations in the genome to simultaneous and
dynamically regulate nucleosome positioning.
Boundary formation at intergenic regions
The formation of boundaries surrounding coding regions is dictated partly by
DNA sequence10, chromatin remodelers21, and transcription factors140,196. Poly(dA:dT)
rich stretches exclude nucleosome formation and are overrepresented in promoters in
yeast10,31-33. However, high nucleosome occupancy is typically encoded at human
enhancers, suggesting that sequences with low nucleosome affinity are not required to
establish nucleosome boundaries or NFRs10,12,198.
In yeast, the RSC complex is directed partly by a GC-rich binding site to exclude
nucleosomes,21,38 or maintain nucleosomes in a destabilized state199,200 at nucleosome
boundaries. Loss of RSC through temperature sensitive alleles38 or degron constructs21,
leads to a substantial increase in nucleosome occupancy at most NFRs. While RSC is
necessary for boundary formation, it is not sufficient to form boundaries39.

The

chromatin remodeler, Isw2, also stabilizes promoter nucleosomes which is believed to
prevent antisense transcription initiation in non-coding regions37. Loss of the
transcription factors, Rap1 and Abf1, also results in an increase in nucleosome
occupancy directly at their sites of binding38,140. The specific nature of each NFR may be
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regulated independently, to gate the binding of various chromatin factors and
transcription machinery components30,79.
Nucleosome positioning in coding regions
Unlike promoters, in coding regions nucleosomes appear equally spaced on
average12,16,41. This organization may prevent access to DNA and inhibit successful
transcription initiation, transcription factor binding, or boundary formation in inappropriate
regions18,103,104. Mechanisms which equally space nucleosomes would also ensure that
coding sequences could evolve freely without the constraints of a sequence code to
position each nucleosome16. Nucleosomes prefer to form when AA/TT dinucleotides
occur with a 10 bp periodicity offset by 5 bp of 10 bp periodic GC dinucleotides28,29,201.
These sequences preferentially form nucleosomes due to their intrinsic curvature195,202.
However, these sequences do not appear to fully explain the precise positioning of
nucleosomes in coding regions10,11,195.
Statistical positioning is a theory for how nucleosomes position themselves on
DNA16,27. The statistical positioning of nucleosomes is the result of nucleosome density,
steric hindrance, and boundaries on DNA that can exclude nucleosome formation. The
apparent boundaries at the beginning and end of genes would then dictate nucleosome
positioning, with nucleosomes packing equally on average relative to those landmarks.
Comparison of statistical positioning models and actual data perform well in S.
cerevisiae14,17. However, it is argued their concordance can be better explained by the
function of chromatin remodelers, as opposed to true statistical positioning12,40.
Studies adding Whole Cell Extract (WCE) with and without ATP to in vitro
reconstituted nucleosomes have found that the periodicity and spacing of nucleosomes
is dependent on ATP12. However, because reducing the concentration of histones does
not result in an increase in average nucleosome spacing, they conclude statistical
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positioning is not the major influence on nucleosome positioning12. Chromatin
remodelers like Chd1 and Isw1 function through ATP-dependent processes to space
nucleosomes equally

42,203

. Loss of ISW1, in yeast, results in substantial differences in

nucleosome positioning in coding regions20,41. Isw1 or other remodelers may be directed
specifically to coding regions to help overcome the influence of sequence on
nucleosome positioning12,43. Further studies deleting ISW1, ISW2, and the chromatin
remodeler, CHD1 simultaneously, show dramatic changes to the organization of
nucleosomes in coding regions20 and reinforce the importance of ATP-dependent
chromatin remodeling on determining nucleosome positioning. Despite recent studies
demonstrating chromatin remodeler catalyzing equal spacing of nucleosomes, it is still
unclear what precisely determines the average distance of linker DNA between
nucleosomes, though this influences the positioning of the majority of nucleosomes.
The 30 nm fiber and DNA helical repeat constrain the formation of nucleosome
arrays
The average linker length between nucleosomes can vary from ~10 bp in S. pombe8,204
to almost 100 bp in Thyone briareus7.

In humans, cell types containing the same

genome can have different average linker lengths6. Furthermore, different regions of the
genome can have different nucleosome repeat lengths within the same human cell
population6. A primary consequence of a consistent regulated repeat length is the ability
to form higher order chromatin organizations such as the 30 nm fiber26,57. The 30 nm
fiber further condenses chromatin, though the precise organization of the structure is
unknown and likely variable45. Two major competing models for the 30 nm fiber exist: a
one-start solenoid with bent linker DNA and a two-start zigzag model with straight linker
DNA26,45. It is thought that the 30nm fiber is stabilized by histone modification and
chromatin components resulting in large regions of regulated accessibility and
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packaging. These higher order structures would require or even constrain a relatively
consistent distance between nucleosomes45,57.
The formation of nucleosome arrays and higher order chromatin structure may
also rely on the physical properties of the DNA fiber. The helical twist of DNA creates
one full turn every ~10.5 bp25. As linker length increases, each 1 bp change results in a
~35° rotation of the adjacent nucleosome around the helical axis59. For this reason, it
has been proposed that nucleosome repeat length is generally limited to a quantized
10n+5 number of bp25,59. This would ensure that the ~10.5 bp helical twist of DNA can
result in the formation of a consistent stable stacking of nucleosomes25,59. Both the linker
length and linker flexibility and confirmation are therefore crucial for the regulation and
organization of chromatin.
Histone H1 can alter the spacing of nucleosomes
The linker protein, histone H1, increases the spacing between nucleosomes in a
concentration dependent manner by binding linker DNA44. Concurrently, H1 decreases
the accessibility of nucleosomal DNA to enzymatic digestion60. The basic regions of
histone H1 may also help stabilize the formation of higher order structures and alter
linker length partially through the neutralization of negative charge of linker DNA47,53.
Similarly, changes in the concentrations of various cations leads to dramatic changes in
linker length in vitro47.

This suggests that any perturbation to the electrostatic

interactions between nucleosomes could alter nucleosome repeat length. This could be
accomplished locally by modification of histones or other factors.
In S. cerevisiae, HHO1 is considered to be a bona fide histone H1 homolog48,49,56.
Like canonical histone H1, Hho1 forms a complex with di-nucleosomes48, is nuclear50,
and contains key binding residues conserved with the globular domain of Histone H5
from chicken51. However, Hho1 does not contain a canonical C-terminal tail52,53 in S.
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cerevisiae. While many eukaryotes cells have a near stoichiometric equivalent quantity
of H1 relative to nucleosomes44, estimates vary from 1 in 454 to 1 in 3755 molecules of
Hho1 per nucleosomes in S. cerevisiae. During MNase digestion a kinetic pause leaves
a protected fragment of 168 bp when Hho1 is present at a 1:1 ratio with nucleosomes in
histone H1-stripped HeLa cell chromatin48. Despite this property, loss of HHO1 in S.
cerevisiae does not show a detectable change in di-nucleosome ladder length following
MNase digestion as compared to Wild type48. Comparison of the stoichiometry of H1 has
shown a positive linear relationship between relative H1 concentration and linker
length6,23,44,47. This suggests that histone H1 can have substantial influence over the
positioning of the majority of nucleosomes in a cell. It is not clear that suitable genomewide assays to understand the influence of histone H1 on higher order chromatin
structure have been invented45.
HMGB proteins may have a global influence on and chromatin structure
Like H1, High Mobility Group box (HMGB) proteins are abundant architectural
chromatin proteins, which bind nucleosomes and DNA without sequence specificity, and
can alter linker length24. Unlike H1, HMGB proteins increase accessibility to
nucleosomes60.

HMGB proteins also compete with Histone H1 for binding to

nucleosomal DNA24. This function is partly facilitated by HMGB proteins ability to induce
sharp bends in DNA and increase DNA’s flexibility63,64. HMGB proteins may function
generally to counter H1 in the regulation of accessibility to individual nucleosomes,
nucleosome arrays, and higher order chromatin structure60.

For example, During

embryonic development complex dynamics between Histone H1 and the Drosophila
HMGB protein, HMG-D, have been proposed to globally regulate genome accessibility60.
In humans, Sox2 is a sequence-specific transcription factor with a HMGB domain, which
is required to maintain undifferentiated stem cells205. The nature of how HMGB proteins
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function to access DNA and participate in the context of chromatin is of substantial
interest64.
In yeast, there are 6 nuclear proteins which contain a canonical HMGB motif
(Nhp6a, Nhp6b, Nhp10, Ixr1, Rox1, and Hmo1) and only one putative histone H1
(Hho1)65. Nhp6a and Nhp6b are two highly similar model HMGB proteins206 which are
considered to have a largely overlapping function and homology to mammalian HMGB1
and HMGB265. Nhp6a is more highly expressed than Nhp6b and is present in about
50,000 to 70,000 copies per cell207-209. This is equivalent to a molecule of Nhp6a for
every 1-2 nucleosomes65. Nhp6a has demonstrated remarkable ability to bend the stiff
DNA fiber over 100 deg64. This bending allows for catalysis of ligation reaction for DNA
fragments as short as 66 bp208. Bending has also been proposed to be required for DNA
recombination209 and generating DNA loops for transcriptional activation208,210. The
HMGB-like gene, SPT2, was also identified in a screen for factors that limit transcription
activation to short distances210.

In E. coli, loss off the DNA bending protein, HU,

prevents the formation of repression loops that rely on the interaction of two spaced
transcription factor binding sites211. Efficient repression is rescued by the expression of
Nhp6a210
HMGB proteins can work alone and with chromatin remodelers to modulate
nucleosome accessibility
HMGB proteins increase accessibility to nucleosomal DNA60,212. This function relies on
the basic region of HMGB proteins neutralizing the negative charge of DNA, while the
acidic tail interacts with the positive charge of the histone octamer61. This property may
explain the widespread genetic interactions between NHP6A/B and most chromatin
remodelers65. Nhp6a/b forms the yeast FACT complex with Spt16 and Pob3213. Several
molecules of Nhp6a are required to prime a nucleosome for reorganization by FACT214.
At specific sites and during transcription, FACT works to regulate accessibility of
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nucleosomes215 and as a histone chaperone, ensuring that the original H2A and H2B
dimers are replaced following the passage of polymerase212,216. Nhp6a/b may also
reinforce or act cooperatively in obtaining access to certain nucleosomes. The RSC
complex promotes binding of Nhp6a to nucleosomes217 and Nhp6a promotes sliding of
nucleosomes by RSC65. Over-expression of Nhp6a also suppresses mutations in RSC
and FACT213,217.
Two studies have looked at the relationship between Nhp6a/b and nucleosome
mapping genomewide218,219. The lab of Reid Johnson digested chromatin with MNase,
enriched for nucleosomes with an H3 antibody and detected the resulting signal on
Affymetrix high-resolution genome-wide arrays for both Wt and nhp6a/b∆. Nhp6a
distribution was also detected primarily at a subset of promoters genome-wide by ChIPchip. By identifying clusters of promoters with differential nucleosome occupancy, the
study concluded that Nhp6a stabilizes chromatin structure at a subset of genes. The
study was unable to find specific motifs to which Nhp6a would preferentially bind in
EMSAs and argued that chromatin structure and not sequence specificity directed
Nhp6a binding219.
The lab of Alessandra Agresti identified mono-nucleosomes from MNasedigested material with single end high throughput sequencing in both Wt and
nhp6a/b∆218. They found that in nhp6a/b∆ total nucleosome levels were decreased.
Modeling of nucleosome position under reduced nucleosome content led to the
conclusion that as nucleosomes are depleted they are lost preferentially from sites with
lower sequence based affinity for nucleosome formation218.
HMGB proteins accelerate protein binding dynamics
Considering the central role nucleosomes play in regulating access to DNA, we
were curious if the abundant HMGB proteins may have a critical function in catalyzing
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dynamic nucleosome events. HMGB activity might also play a role in modulating
residency dynamics of transcription factor binding79. Recently, a study found that Nhp6a,
and the related bacterial proteins, Fis and HU, accelerate the turnover of proteins on
DNA176.

It is also generally unclear what role HMGB proteins have in bending DNA at

promoters or in linker regions on a genome-wide scale. Finally, most HMGB proteins are
believed to be sequence non-specific and it is not clear how HMGB proteins are directed
to particular regions of the genome.
We have performed a broad survey of HMGB protein distribution and function on
the yeast genome. A striking 3 bp decrease in linker length occurs in all open reading
frames across the genome in nhp6a/b∆. However, deletion of NHP6A/B in a second
strain does not result in a change in linker length. Furthermore, reintroduction of
NHP6A/B doesn’t result in recovery of linker length in the nhp6a/b∆ strain with
compressed linker length. Regardless, the discovery of linker length changes revealed
the existence of nucleosome boundaries at the 5’ and 3’ end of genes and strong
evidence for apparent statistical positioning which relies on a mechanism that ensures
nucleosomes are spaced evenly between boundaries. We have mapped the genomewide location of the HMGB proteins Nhp6a, Nhp10, Hmo1, Rox1, and Ixr1 using ChIPseq and find high enrichment of HMGB proteins in open chromatin regions which show
high accessibility by FAIRE-seq. Loss of NHP6A/B results in a length dependent
transcriptional defect as well as transcription over introns. The precise role of HMGB
proteins remains elusive.
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RESULTS
Nucleosome spacing is compressed in coding regions in nhp6a/b∆
One of the simplest experiments to test the principles of nucleosome positioning is to
identify changes in linker length. If sequence is the primary determinate in nucleosome
positioning it is unlikely that genome-wide changes in linker length would be possible
without energetic intervention. Furthermore, if global changes in linker length occur they
should reveal invariantly positioned nucleosome boundaries (Figure 4-1). We identified
a change in linker length genome-wide using Mnase-seq when comparing nhp6a/b∆ to a
Wt (DY150/W303) strain (Figure 4-2a). Nhp6a/b∆ shows an average change in linker
length of ~3 bp relative to the +1 nucleosome (Figure 4-2b) and a similar change in
positioning relative to the terminal 3’ nucleosome (Figure 4-2c). Importantly, these
differences emanate from both relatively invariant nucleosomes at the 5’ and 3’ end of
genes. This suggests these nucleosomes are positioned by boundaries (Figure 4-2b-d
+ 4-3a) and that sequence orients the precise placement of these boundaries.
If a boundary-based model is functioning in nucleosome positioning more
nucleosomes should fit within two boundaries upon a reduction in linker length (Figure
4-1b). We therefore systematically searched for evidence of additional nucleosomes
within the boundaries that flank coding regions in nhp6a/b∆. Theoretically, a certain
number of nucleosomes with a given repeat length or periodicity can fit within two
defined boundaries in phase14,16. However, certain boundary distances (nucleosome
array lengths) will reach an intermediate where neither k or k+1 nucleosomes can fit in
phase within the boundaries (Figure 4-3a). In a population of cells, this situation will
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Figure 4-1. Expectations of boundary model for nucleosome positioning
(a) Boundaries do not exist: Upon a reduction in linker length, proposed boundaries
move. (b) Boundaries do exist: Upon a reduction in linker length, boundaries remain in
place and more nucleosomes can fit per unit distance.
lead to an average nucleosome signal, which is a mixture of the proportion of the
population which has k or k+1 lengths for nucleosome array values14 (Figure 43b). Valliant et al. provide a generalized model for nucleosome positioning using
statistical boundaries. It quantifies the contribution of all possible nucleosome states that
could fit between two boundaries using a Fourier transformation spectral analysis on
nucleosome occupancy data. This allows for extraction of the subpopulations of
nucleosome array periodicities in a mathematically principled way, which can then be
compared between strains (Figure 4-3c).
Application of this analysis has revealed two characterized classes of
nucleosome array lengths in S. cerevisiae14. The class that fits an integer multiple of the
nucleosome repeat length (k) forms a “crystal-like” array, and the class with intermediate
nucleosome array lengths (k/k+1), which fit a mixture of “bistable” states14 (Figure 4-3b).
Importantly, most genes are crystal-like and the distribution of nucleosome array lengths
is not randomly distributed14 (Figure 4-3a,d). This suggests a selective pressure for
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maintaining NALs which fit a perfect number of nucleosomes14. We applied a similar
framework as Valliant et al to extract nucleosome array lengths from genes in our strains
with different linker lengths.

Surprisingly, we found that within the strain with a

compressed linker length, additional nucleosomes arise almost exclusively at genes with
bistable NALs (Figure 4-3c,e).

In hindsight, this result is exactly what would be

expected from a statistical boundary model. Crystal-like NALs, that can fit an integer of
the nucleosome repeat length, will be unlikely to incorporate an entire additional
nucleosome between two boundaries upon slight reduction in linker length, unless the
NALs are exceptionally long. However, bistable boundaries with a mixture of k and k+1
states, can more often accommodate a greater proportion of the k+1 nucleosome state
when nucleosome spacing is slightly compressed (Figure 4-3c,e). Our findings
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Figure 4-2. Linker length is decreased ~3bp in nhp6, resulting in a cumulative shift
towards 5’ and 3’ boundaries. (a) Nucleosome positioning (smoothed dyad density) at
the MSC6 gene is altered upon deletion of Nhp6a and Nhp6b (red) compared to wild
type (black). (b). Nucleosomes are compressed against the 5’ end of genes, with the
average linker length decreased ~3.5bp.The dyad density profiles for 4556 genes with
well-defined transcription start sites220 were aligned to the +1 nucleosome and averaged.
Local maxima were identified using a change-point algorithm, and the shift was
calculated as the difference in position between the two strains. (c) Nucleosomes are
similarly compressed against the 3’ end of genes, with the average linker length
decreased ~2.3bp. (d) Heatmap of nucleosome shifts for 4556 yeast genes.
Nucleosomes cumulatively shift toward the 5’ and 3’ boundaries, independent of gene
length. In long genes, a greater proportion of nucleosomes are shifted toward the 5’ end,
indicating asymmetry in the 5’ and 3’ boundaries. (Figure and legend from reference
#221)
suggests that on average nucleosomes function as equally spaced arrays that behave
as if they are statistically positioned between boundaries in S. cerevisiae221.
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Change in linker length in nhp6a/b∆ is strain specific and cannot be rescued by readdition of NHP6A/B
Two previous nucleosome-mapping studies have not characterized a compression of
linker length in nhp6a/b∆218,219.

To confirm the reproducibility of our linker length

phenotype upon loss of NHP6A/B, we deleted NHP6A/B in a second Wt (BY4742) strain.
Unfortunately, we did not identify a consistent loss of spacing upon deletion of NHP6A/B
by MNase-seq in the new BY4742 strain (Figure 4-2b + 4-4a). This suggested that the
difference in linker length in nhp6a/b∆ (DY150/W303) was the result of a secondary
mutation or was strain specific. We see no evidence that loss of NHP6A/B leads to
nucleosome positioning that is consistent with histone reduction218 (Figure 4-4a).
However, we do see a ~5 bp difference in the average linker length between two wild
type strains, suggesting that linker length differences may be widespread (Figure 44b,c).
To test if reintroduction of NHP6A/B resulted in a rescue of the linker length
phenotype, we generated a rescue construct containing NHP6A and NHP6B on a CEN
plasmid (Figure 4-5a).

The re-addition of NHP6A/B to nhp6a/b∆ (DY150/W303)

resulted in a reversion of the severe growth phenotype (Figure 4-5b,c). However, it
failed to rescue the compressed nucleosome spacing in nhp6a/b∆ (DY150/W303)
(Figure 4-5d).

It is unclear what causes the altered linker length in nhp6a/b∆

(DY150/W303).
Introns may disconnect protein gene size from nucleosome array lengths
Due to the apparent general restriction of nucleosome array lengths to fit a perfect
number of nucleosomes (Figure 4-3d), we wondered if introns played a role in
modulating nucleosome array lengths14. The apparent selective pressure on gene size,
DNA sequence and chromatin organization could potentially be decoupled if introns
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Figure 4-3. Bistable genes acquire additional nucleosomes in nhp6.
(a) Smoothed dyad density for 4556 genes with well-defined transcription start sites is
plotted as a heatmap, with genes aligned to the +1 nucleosome. Genes for which the
nucleosome array length is an integer multiple of the nucleosome repeat length form
crystal-like, periodic arrays, while genes of intermediate length do not. (b). Nucleosome
organization in intermediate-length genes reflects the superposition of two states. A
regular array of k nucleosomes (top) is superimposed with a regular array of k+1
nucleosomes (middle) in population scale measurements (bottom). (c) The proportion of
each state can be recovered from experimental data from the power spectrum. Crystallike genes (top) exhibit a single, dominant state, while bistable genes (bottom) exhibit
two contributing states. (d) Nucleosome array lengths are preferentially quantized in
integer multiples of the nucleosome repeat length, facilitating the formation of crystal-like
arrays in most genes. The distribution of nucleosome array lengths is plotted up to
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3000bp. Dotted vertical lines represent integer multiples of the characteristic
nucleosome repeat length (165bp). (e) Bistable genes acquire additional nucleosomes in
nhp6. The change in the expected number of nucleosomes (the first moment of the
power spectrum) is plotted versus the nucleosome array length, and smoothed with a
sliding window of 50bp. Genes that were previously between two crystal-like states
preferentially shift to the higher state upon deletion of Nhp6a and Nhp6b. (Figure and
legend from reference #221

were placed selectively to generate nucleosome array lengths that fit an integer number
of nucleosomes14. This is supported by the distribution of intron sizes (90 to 410 bp),
which would generate a shift from a bistable to crystal state, or vice-versa14. We
compared the distribution of nucleosome array lengths for all genes (Figure 4-6a) and
genes with introns (Figure 4-6b) and found that they both showed a similar distribution
of nucleosome array lengths, primarily in the crystal-like state. Subtracting intron length
from nucleosome array length revealed a shift in many nucleosome array lengths from
crystal to bistable lengths (Figure 4-6c,d). This suggests that a function of intron size in
S. cerevisiae may be to decouple nucleosome array length from gene coding size or
chromatin organization. It has also been proposed that altered nucleosome spacing at
bistable genes may be more easily transcribed14.
Nucleosome spacing is variable in promoters
Considering the spacing differences seen between coding regions, we wondered if
spacing differences seen between promoter nucleosomes could provide any insight into
chromatin organization. Nucleosome free regions in promoters provide regulated access
to DNA (Figure 4-7).

They also provide the 5’ boundary to the nucleosome array

adjacent to coding regions. Using our high-resolution nucleosome map we characterized
the width of the NFR for yeast promoters. We found a broad range of distributions of
NFR widths ranging up to 600 bp (Figure 4-8a). We assayed DNA accessibility using
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Figure 4-4. Linker length changes may be strain-specific rather than the direct
result of Nhp6A and Nhp6b deletion.
(a) Deletion of Nhp6A and Nhp6b in a different wild type background did not result in
decreased linker length. Nucleosomes may be constrained by the already short linker
length in BY4742. (b) Different wild type strains exhibit different linker lengths. The linker
length in BY4742 is shorter than that in DY150 (W303 background). The magnitude of
the difference in linker length is larger than the difference observed from nhp6a/b∆. (c)
Quantification of linker lengths in two Wt strains and their corresponding isogenic
nhp6a/b∆. Linker length was quantified by linear regression of the average distance of
each nucleosome peak to the +1 nucleosome as in (b). (Figure and legend from
reference #221
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d

Figure 4-5. Reintroduction of NHP6A and NHP6B genes rescues the nhp6a/b∆.
slow growth phenotype, but not the compressed linker length.
(a) pDraw schematic of the NHP6A/B rescue construct. Construct was inserted into
pRS415 plasmid using XHOI and XBAI restriction sites and standard molecular biology
techniques. (b) Growth assay of Wt, Wt +pRS415 (LEU2) vector, nhp6a/b (DY2382),
nhp6a/b∆ (DY2382) + pRS415 (LEU2) vector, nhp6a/b ), nhp6a/b∆ (DY2382) +
pRS415/NHP6A/B (LEU2) Clone 1, nhp6a/b∆ (DY2382) + pRS415/NHP6A/B (LEU2)
Clone 2 strains on YPD plates after 3 days growth (c) Same as (b) on SC - Leucine
plates. (d) MNase experiments of nucleosome occupancy for nhp6a/b∆ + pRS415 vector
(Pink) and nhp6a/b∆ + pRS415/NHP6A/B Clone 1 show no increase in linker length
upon reintroduction of NHP6A/B.
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Figure 4-6. Introns may decouple nucleosome array length from gene size.
(a) Histogram of nucleosome array lengths for all genes220 show a high proportion of
crystal-like genes. (b) Intron containing genes222 show a similar distribution of primarily,
crystal-like nucleosomes array lengths. (c) The distribution of intron lengths subtracted
from their corresponding nucleosome array length for intron containing genes reveal a
shift to bistable boundary lengths. (d) Overlay of the distributions from (a), (b), and (c).
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FAIRE-seq to allow for comparison to our nucleosome mapping experiment (Figure 47). FAIRE uses a phenol-chloroform extraction to enrich for DNA fragments which are
devoid of proteins following formaldehyde crosslinking and sonication223. Importantly, it
provides an independent method for characterizing chromatin accessibility that does not
rely on the MNase enzyme. We find that consistent with previous results FAIRE is
highly anti-correlated with nucleosome occupancy (Figure 4-7 + 4-8a,b). FAIRE shows
high enrichment over nucleosome free regions and the edges of FAIRE enrichment
coincide with the precise boundaries of well-positioned nucleosomes (Figure 4-8a,b).
The allowance for large nucleosome spacing in promoters appears to be distinct from
the relatively consistent spacing in coding regions.
We looked to determine if sequence features might partly explain these broad
nucleosome free regions in promoters. AT-rich spaced sequences are just internal to
the well-positioned NFR flanking +1 and TN nucleosome34 (Figure 4-8c). This suggests
that sequence plays a major role in defining the positioning of boundaries and
establishing certain NFR widths. This finding is consistent with the invariant positioning
of the +1 and TN nucleosome upon changes in linker length (Figure 4-2b-d + 4-3a).
Importantly, this sequence based DNA accessibility is detected by two largely unrelated
methods to probe chromatin structure (Figure 4-8a,b). While a strong relationship
between transcription and NFR width is not found, those promoters with the largest
NFRs are the highly transcribed ribosomal protein genes (Data not shown).
Understanding the formation and selective maintenance of FAIRE accessible regions will
provide insight into the selective utilization of enhancers and promoters in higher
eukaryotes.
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Figure 4-7. FAIRE and nucleosome occupancy is anti-correlated.
Average smoothed nucleosome dyad density (blue) as compared to FAIRE z-score (red)
Both are plotted relative to the +1 nucleosome.
Loss of NHP6A/B results in increased mRNA signal over introns
Despite the inability to identify Nhp6a/b as a functional regulator of nucleosome spacing,
we were curious if we could further clarify Nhp6a/b function. Previously, loss of
NHP6A/B was suggested to influence genes with oxioreductase activity and genes that
are bound by Nhp6a219. Nhp6a/b∆ has also been shown to have an increase in total
RNA218. We performed RNA-seq independently to determine the influence loss of
nhp6a/b∆ had on mRNA levels. Overall the correlation between nhp6a/b∆ and Wt mRNA
levels is high (Figure 4-9a). However, we do see a modest anti-correlation between
gene length and transcription levels (Figure 4-9b). This length dependent change in
transcription may be caused by an increased barrier to polymerase passage through
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chromatin in nhp6a/b∆69. This effect may be additive and influence coding regions which
are longer and contain more nucleosome.
We also found increased transcription over introns in nhp6a/b∆ (Figure 4-9c,d).
It is tempting to speculate that the alteration of nucleosome positioning caused a cotranscriptional splicing defect224. However, it is likely that the previously characterized
loss of expression of the spliceosomal RNA, SNR6, in nhp6a/b∆, causes the defect in
splicing225. The slow growth nhp6a/b∆ phenotype is reversed upon exogenous
expression of SNR6225.
HMGB proteins are highly enriched in open chromatin regions
To understand how sequence non-specific HMGB proteins are targeted to chromatin, we
performed ChIP-seq on the major HMGB proteins in S. cerevisiae.

We identified a

broad distribution of enrichment for HMGB proteins (Figure 4-10). Enrichment for all
factors was primarily in promoters and especially at nucleosome depleted regions
(Figure 4-11a,b). The transcription factor Rap1 showed substantial enrichment at sites
of high HMGB enrichment (Figure 4-10). Hmo1 has previously been shown to bind at
Rap1 regulated ribosomal protein gene promoters139. Nhp6a was also picked up in a
screen as a Rap1 interactor in vivo, though this interaction was not confirmed in vitro139.
In addition, Rox1 is recruiter of the Tup1 co-repressor, which frequently regulates Rap1
binding185. Upon deletion of NHP6A/B we saw only a modest increase in nucleosome
occupancy at Nhp6a enrichment sites (Figure 4-11c). This suggests that the influence
Nhp6a/b has on depleting nucleosomes is limited, and that Nhp6a preferentially enriches
at regions that are nucleosome depleted (Figure 4-11a,c).
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Figure 4-8. NFR boundaries are defined precisely by FAIRE and sequence
characteristics.
4556 genes with a transcription start site220 are ordered by their NFR width for (a)
smoothed nucleosome dyad density (BY4742), (b) FAIRE z-score, and (c) smoothed
GC%.
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Figure 4-9. Deletion of Nhp6a and Nhp6b alters gene expression modestly and
results in a splicing defect.
(a) Relative gene expression profiles in wildtype and nhp6 strains are highly correlated
(R2 = 0.93), although some significant differences do exist. (b) The change in gene
expression in nhp6 is weakly anticorrelated with the nucleosome array length (R = 0.30). Red line indicates a 50bp sliding window. (c) Introns are incompletely spliced in
nhp6. The read density from RNA-seq experiments is plotted for wildtype and nhp6
strains at the YBR078W locus. (d) Histogram of the change in intronic expression for the
344 introns in S. cerevisiae. (Figure and legend from ref #221)
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requirement of FACT, and presumably Nhp6a/b, at most nucleosomes may make the
enrichment of HMGB proteins misleading65.

Nhp6a/b function may be widespread

despite the peak-like enrichment at promoters. The enrichment pattern of Nhp6a may
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also be influenced by the apparent short residency of HMGB proteins, making them
difficult to ChIP62,226.
We wondered if additional factors could be functioning in Nhp6a/b targeting.
Many HMGB are considered to be sequence non-specific. However, determining the
complete lack of sequence specificity of a protein is challenging. Electrophoretic Mobility
Shift Assay (EMSAs) give an average of the proteins affinity for all sequences on the
probe, potentially preventing distinguishing differences in sequence specificity.
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. This

is true as sequence specificity decreases, the DNA probe gets large or the DNA footprint
of the protein gets small. Low-throughput EMSAs do not probe the sequence space
broadly enough to make conclusions about a protein’s full DNA sequence specificity.
HMGB proteins also bind deformed structures and nucleosomal DNA making the
specific informing of the targeting mechanisms of HMGB proteins incomplete when
EMSAs are used64.
Protein binding microarrays (PBM’s) covering most 8-mers generally solve the
problem of both sequence space and DNA probe size, and are a better way to quantify
the precise sequence specificity of a protein72. Using published data, we see a nonrandom distribution of Nhp6a for DNA sequences suggesting that Nhp6a does indeed
have some sequence specificity (Figure 4-12). Specifically, Nhp6a and Nhp6b have a
higher affinity for alternating AT and AT rich sequences72 (Figure 4-12) which could
influence how Nhp6a/b is targeted or functions when binding DNA or nucleosomes.
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Figure 4-11. HMGB proteins are in enriched in open chromatin.
(a) Heatmaps of nucleosome positions, FAIRE enrichment, and ChIP enrichment for
4556 yeast genes. Heatmaps were clustered by nucleosome organization in promoters
(500bp upstream of the TSS) using K-means (k = 10). HMGB proteins are enriched in
cluster 7, which is the most accessible chromatin configuration as measured by MNase
and FAIRE. (b) HMGB proteins bind nucleosome-depleted regions. Nucleosome dyad
density was aligned to all HMGB binding sites in single promoters and averaged. The
dashed horizontal line represents mean dyad density genome-wide. (c) Deletion of the
HMGB proteins Nhp6a and Nhp6b modestly increases nucleosome occupancy at sites
of Nhp6A binding. Dark lines are smoothed with a 50bp moving average. The dashed
horizontal line represents mean dyad density genome-wide. (Figure and legend from ref
#221.
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Figure 4-12. Nhp6a and Nhp6b have high affinity for sequence specificity for AT
rich sequences.
(a-c, left) PBM data72 for (a) Nhp6a, (b) Nhp6b, and (c) Rap1 ordered by 8-mer
enrichment score on the x axis. On the left y-axis is the number of A or T residues per
8-mer and on the right y-axis is the 8-mer enrichment score. (a-c, right) PBM motif data
for the preferred binding sequence of (a) Nhp6a, (b) Nhp6b, and (c) Rap1. Below each
motif is the enrichment rank of various AA-rich 8mers. Both Nhp6a and Nhp6b show
highest affinity for AT rich sequences. AA rich sequences do not appear to be bound
with a particular high affinity by Nhp6a or Nhp6b. Rap1 is provided as an example of the
distribution of a canonical sequence specific transcription factor.
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DISCUSSION
We used a change in linker length in nhp6a/b∆ to test the current paradigms in
nucleosome positioning. We find strong evidence for statistical positioning boundaries
being used to position nucleosomes across a wide range of gene lengths and
transcription rates. Importantly, changes in linker length do not influence the position of
the two boundary nucleosomes at the beginning and end of genes. These nucleosomes
appear to be positioned by both nucleosome disfavoring sequence (Figure 4-8c) and
chromatin remodelers like the RSC complex21. We also find that upon linker length
compression only certain bistable genes are routinely capable of fitting additional
nucleosomes (Figure 4-3e). This is strong evidence that the +1 and TN nucleosome do
indeed function as boundaries and that mechanisms exist to ensure equal spacing of
nucleosomes in coding regions.
Current models for nucleosome positioning
Recently, the laboratory of Frank Pugh and Phillip Korber supported a model where
boundaries are formed at the beginning and end of genes12. They proposed chromatin
remodelers, and not statistical positioning, pack nucleosomes against these boundaries
in coding regions. This model does not explain the logic or parameters that would cause
different linker lengths or if linker length is specifically regulated by chromatin
remodelers. However, linker length changes result in the altered position of the majority
of nucleosomes. Furthermore, it is unclear if their model would predict bistable genes
because they propose consistent packing and positioning at the 5’ end of genes.
However, we do not disagree completely with the Pugh and Korber model, and it could
be adapted readily to explain linker length changes. We do find that their model is
difficult to test and is based on relatively qualitative analysis of data. Currently, we are
applying the quantitative expectations of a statistical positioning boundary model on all
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relevant data sets.
We believe a broad range of factors act selectively and often redundantly on
nucleosome positioning across the genome. It is unlikely that statistical positioning
explains nucleosome positioning completely. This is partly because sequences have a
broad range of affinities for nucleosome formation, yet most coding regions exhibit
relatively consistent spacing of nucleosomes. To overcome this intrinsic thermodynamic
landscape we believe chromatin remodelers space nucleosomes, not against
boundaries12, but equally between them. This allows for the production of regular
nucleosome arrays as well as for the DNA sequence in coding regions to evolve with
limited influence from sequence-based nucleosome positioning constraints. This active
organization would result in a distribution that was much like statistical positioning.
A plausible explanation for how equal nucleosome spacing could be
accomplished in coding regions is through the recruitment of the Isw1 complex to
H3k36me through the H3K36me-recognizing PWWP domain of the IswI component,
Ioc443. This would target the function of Isw1 specifically to coding regions. However,
the distribution of H3k36me3 is biased to the 3’ ends of genes, which may support the
Pugh and Korber model of directional packaging against 5’ boundaries. Similarly, loss of
Isw1 results in altered positioning of nucleosomes in mid-coding regions41. However, the
study relied on a thresholding strategy for calling differences in positioning.
positions are additive relative to boundaries in linker length mutants.

Dyad

This means

nucleosomes in mid coding regions are more likely to be called as having significantly
altered position. It is also possible that S. cerevisiae is not the best system to distinguish
nucleosomes positioning principles because it has NAL lengths that seem to be selected
to fit a crystal-like number of nucleosomes.

It is still unclear if other organisms

preferentially maintain crystal like NAL lengths or if they rely on similar systems as S.
cerevisiae to position nucleosomes.
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What controls linker length?
The discovery of such widespread linker length changes raises the question of
what factors control linker length. Distinct genomic regions with different linker lengths in
humans suggest that linker length is a highly regulated and variable aspect to
chromosome organization6. Differences in linker length also suggest sequence cannot
influence nucleosome positioning exclusively. If different proteins affect linker length this
may complicates attempts to compare in vitro and in vivo maps. While a nucleosome
composed solely of core histones represents a clear and functional unit, it is also a
somewhat arbitrary structure when the positioning of core histones in vitro is compared
to the full complement of proteins that influence nucleosome positioning in vivo. It is
likely that histone H1 or other non-histone chromatin proteins, in addition to ATPdependent chromatin remodelers, are required for full recapitulation of nucleosome
positioning in vitro and in vivo. Furthermore, it is not clear if statistical positioning has
been fully tested12. Complete saturation of histones on DNA in vitro may be required to
mimic the influence of histone chaperones in vivo.
The change in linker length by integers that are distinct from the expected
(10n+5bp) constraint caused by the 10.5 bp helical twist repeat, also challenges how
much the constraint of higher order structure influences quantized linker lengths25,59.
Though a quantized model for nucleosome repeat length (NRL) does not exclude the
existence of non-conforming NRLs, the finding that yeast strains can exhibit genomewide changes in linker length, suggests that DNA helical twist repeat is not such a
specific constraint on NRL. While a range of higher order structures can exist, models for
higher order chromatin structure rely on the flexibility of linker DNA45. The reduced
flexibility caused by the loss of NHP6A/B may have resulted in a compensatory mutation
that leads to an altered linker length.
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Nucleosome spacing in promoters
Nucleosome spacing in promoters is quite distinct from the regular nucleosome spacing
in coding regions. Consistent with other studies we find a broad range of nucleosome
spacing flanking nucleosome free regions15. FAIRE signal is specifically anti-correlated
with nucleosome occupancy227 at NFRs and NFR flanking nucleosomes act as the edge
of FAIRE enrichment regions. This finding was unknown at this resolution, but is
consistent with the expectation of how FAIRE functioned. We also find that the NFR
boundaries are internally flanked by AT-rich sequences that appear to define NFR size.
While the relationship between sequence and nucleosome occupancy has been
characterized in NFRs34, it is not clear that anyone has reported a specific relationship
between NFR size and these internal AT rich flanking sequences. Importantly, this open
chromatin signature is found using two related but distinct methods for probing
chromatin structure (Figure 4-8). While the simplified architecture of yeast promoters
makes it difficult to directly translate this organization to more complex eukaryotes,
foundational experiments to explain the relationship between FAIRE signal, nucleosome
modification, and transcription could be designed with relative ease in yeast.
The relationship between nucleosome positioning and FAIRE
Considering the shared boundaries between FAIRE and nucleosome mapping
experiments at promoters, we wonder if the nucleosome signal could be used to model
the FAIRE signal. This could allow for a greater understanding of nucleosome
positioning and accessibility. It would also allow for additional information to be derived
from the FAIRE signal, if a nucleosome mapping experiment was not performed or
economically feasible. In theory, FAIRE represents the soluble DNA fragments that are
free from proteins and survive a phenol-chloform extraction. If we presume an occupied
nucleosome does not allow for enrichment in the aqueous phase by FAIRE, than
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nucleosome occupancy would be anti-correlated with the FAIRE signal. The other main
influence on FAIRE would be the distribution of sonicated DNA fragments in the phenolchloroform reaction, and the distribution of fragment that are ultimately sequenced. As
fragments get long the probability that a DNA-binding protein or nucleosome would be
associated with the fragment increases.

Crosslinking efficiency could also influence

FAIRE, especially if crosslinking efficiency varied for different nucleosomes. Acetylation,
remodeling, or higher order chromatin structure may influence the likelihood of a
nucleosome being successfully crosslinked. These influences could be tested with
relative ease in yeast and incorporated as additional parameters into the model if
informative. Currently, a preliminary model for predicting FAIRE signal from nucleosome
positioning data is being developed.
Theoretically, using FAIRE to predict nucleosome signal could also be
accomplished. It is not clear how much the FAIRE signal can inform nucleosome
positioning or occupancy away from nucleosome free regions. However, it is possible
that information about the underlying nucleosome organization could be gleaned or that
distinct

classes

of

enhancers

could

be

identified66

using

this

strategy.

The relationship between nucleosome spacing and the FAIRE signal is why
FAIRE is effective at identifying enhancer elements. However, it suggests that a larger
nucleosome free region leads to a higher FAIRE signal. Whenever a thresholding
strategy is placed on peak calls this would result in calling peaks with larger NFRs.
However, it has not yet been shown exhaustively that the width of the NFR region is
somehow proportional to function.

For example, the promoters of all yeast genes

regulate transcription quite well, despite there being large differences in enrichment by
FAIRE at the promoters of expressed genes.
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The role of HMGB proteins in nucleosome accessibility
I initially started studying HMGB proteins in yeast because I thought they might regulate
the residency time of transcription factors. The ability of HMGB proteins to accelerate
turnover of DNA-bound proteins176 and alter the accessibility of nucleosomal DNA61
could both contribute to transcription factor binding dynamics. Unfortunately, the role
HMGB proteins play in alteration of chromatin accessibility is still not completely
understood. HMGB enrichment is highest in open chromatin regions and nucleosomes
may be more easily remodeled following HMGB activity at these sites. HMGB catalyzed
DNA bending may also physically exclude nucleosome binding or alter nucleosomes or
transcription factor residency at these sites176,219.

This bending may increase the

probability that the DNA fiber, which is relatively stiff at short distances, will allow for
communication between activators and transcription machinery in relatively compact S.
cerevisiae promoters64. Sequence-specific HMGB proteins, like Rox1 and Sox2, may
provide additional insight in to HMGB bending function, because they would identify a
specific local chromatin organization that would require bending for functional regulation.
The length specific transcriptional defect in nhp6a/b∆ suggests a more
widespread function for Nhp6a/b. Nhp6a/b is known to work with the transcription
elongation factor FACT215. If the boundary to histone eviction or polymerase passage
during transcription elongation is reduced in nhp6a/b∆, then longer coding regions may
be transcribed less frequently69. However, while Nhp6a helps catalyzes transcription
elongation228, it is not clear if this would manifest itself as a length dependent
transcription defect in vivo. Furthermore, it would be expected that other transcription
elongation factors would exhibit length dependent transcription defects. The apparent
sequence specificity of Nhp6a/b for an AT rich sequence may also inform Nhp6a/b
function72. The high AT content in some promoters may recruit Nhp6a/b binding. While
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the affinity of Nhp6a for specific sequences on nucleosomal DNA has not been tested,
sequence specificity may also be a factor in Nhp6a/b’s action to increase nucleosome
accessibility.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

(From UNC Biology Honors Thesis: Palpant, Tim (2012) The Role of High Mobility
Group Proteins in Modulating DNA Accessibility and Statistical Nucleosome
Ordering in S. cerevisiae.
Yeast Growth Conditions
Unless otherwise stated, log-phase yeast cultures were grown in YPD (2% yeast extract,
1% peptone digest, 1% dextrose) at 30°C to an OD600 of 0.8-1.0 .
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was performed on whole cell extract from
crosslinked cells as described previously81 using α-Myc (clone 9E10, Millipore) and αRap1 (y-300, Santa Cruz Biotechnology). For each immunoprecipitation, two
independent biological replicates were performed and averaged.
FAIRE
Formaldehyde-Assisted Isolation of Regulatory Elements (FAIRE) was performed
on whole cell extract from crosslinked cells as described previously113.
Micrococcal Nuclease Digestion
Nucleosomal DNA was isolated from cells through micrococcal nuclease
(MNase) digestion as reported previously229. Briefly, cells grown in rich medium (YPD)
were crosslinked with 1% formaldehyde for 15 minutes, whereupon the reaction was
quenched with 125mM glycine. Cells were then washed twice with 1M sorbitol and
resuspended in spheroplasting buffer (1M sorbitol, 1mM β-mercaptoethanol, and
50mg/ml lyticase) for 15 minutes at 30°C. Spheroplasts were washed twice with 1M
sorbitol and resuspended in MNase digestion buffer at 0.12g/mL (1M sorbitol, 50mM
NaCl, 10mM Tris [pH 7.4], 5mM MgCl2, 1mM CaCl2, 1mM β-mercaptoethanol, 0.5mM
spermidine, and 0.075% NP-40). 600µl aliquots were treated with 0, 2, 5, 10, 20, or 50U
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of MNase for 15 min at 37°C, whereupon the reaction was terminated with 150µl of
50mM EDTA and 5% SDS. DNA was purified from proteins and RNA by
phenol:chloroform extraction and RNase A treatment for 45 minutes at 37°C.
Mononucleosome-sized fragments (120-180bp) were isolated from a 2% agarose gel.
RNA Isolation and cDNA Preparation
RNA was extracted from log-phase cells (OD600 = 0.2-0.5) with hot phenol
extraction as described previously220. Briefly, 50ml cultures were pelleted and
resuspended in 750µl TES (10mM Tris [pH 7.5], 10mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS in DEPCtreated water). Immediately, 750µl of acidic phenol-choloroform was added to each
sample and samples were mixed by vortexing for 15s. Samples were incubated at 65°C
for 1h, vortexing for 10s every 10min. Samples were then cooled on ice for 1min and
pelleted by centrifugation for 15min at 14,000g at 4°C. RNA was extracted with
phenol:chloroform, washed with chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1), and precipitated at 80°C in ethanol.
Extracted RNA was purified by cleanup on RNeasy columns (Qiagen) with
DNase I digestion and enriched for mRNA through purification with oligo(dT) beads
(Sera-Mag). mRNA was then fragmented through incubation for 4min at 70°C with Mg2+
ions (Ambion Fragmentation Buffer). cDNA was synthesized from extracted mRNA with
SuperScript II kits (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer instructions.
Illumina Library Preparation
Sequencing libraries were prepared for Illumina sequencing from ChIP, FAIRE,
and MNase DNA, as well as from cDNA, according to manufacturer instructions.
Individual samples were barcoded with unique 6bp index sequences contained within
the sequencing adapters.
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Illumina Sequencing and Post-Processing
Sequencing was performed by the UNC High-Throughput Sequencing Facility
according to Illumina protocols. Short reads (36bp for GAIIx or 50bp for HiSeq 2000)
were mapped to the yeast reference genome (sacCer2 build) using Bowtie230 with
default stringency parameters. Mapped fragments were then filtered to remove the
repetitive rRNA locus (chrXII:451275-469084). Single-end reads (ChIP and FAIRE) were
extended 250bp from their 5’ end and occupancy profiles were created by summing the
number of extended reads overlapping each base pair. ChIP and FAIRE occupancies
were scaled by dividing by the mean genome-wide occupancy, and then normalized by
subtracting occupancy profiles from sonicated genomic input and z-scoring. After
confirming the qualitative similarity of independent biological replicates, normalized
occupancies were averaged for further analysis.
For MNase samples, paired-end reads were mapped with a maximum insertion
size of 500 bp. In addition to filtering fragments from the repetitive rRNA locus, only
fragments with lengths 100-200 bp were used for downstream analysis. For each base
pair

, normalized nucleosome occupancy was computed by summing the number of

fragments that overlap

and dividing by the mean genome-wide occupancy. Dyad

density was computed as the number of fragment centers over

, normalized to the

genome-wide mean. Dyad density maps were smoothed with a Gaussian filter
(

bp) for visualization and nucleosome calling. Individual replicates were pooled

after confirming their essential similarity.
Gene expression levels (FPKM) were computed from RNA-seq reads using
Tophat231 and Cufflinks232 with prescribed transcript annotation. Differentially expressed
genes were identified using Cuffdiff with the default threshold (FDR = 0.05).
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Bioinformatic processing was performed with custom scripts in the Galaxy work
environment233. Heatmaps were generated using MATLAB 7.11 (R2011a) and
matrix2png234.
Peak Calling
Peaks were called in replicate-pooled ChIP-seq and FAIRE-seq data using MACS235
with default parameters (

< 10-5, MFOLD confidence ratio 10 30).

Nucleosome Calling
Stereotypic nucleosome positions were identified from dyad density maps using
a greedy algorithm236. Nucleosome calls were identified at local maxima
excluded in the surrounding window [ -147,

, and were

+147] his process was continued until all

possible sterically hindered nucleosome positions were identified, resulting in a total of
66,858 wildtype nucleosome calls and 67,271 nhp6a/b∆ nucleosome calls. Nucleosome
fuzziness was calculated for each called nucleosome as the standard deviation of dyads
around the mean.
Using these called nucleosome positions, 5’ (+1) and 3’ (TN) flanking
nucleosomes were identified for 4556 genes with well-defined transcription start and
termination sites220. 5’ and 3’ nucleosomes were identified as the first (respectively last)
nucleosome call with dyad coordinate downstream of the TSS (respectively TTS). An
additional ±30 bp was allowed on both ends to account for annotation errors. Intragenic
nucleosome array length was defined to be the distance L , in base pairs, between the 5’
and 3’ nucleosome positions.
Quantification of Nucleosome Shifts
Nucleosome shifts were quantified by aligning genes to their +1 nucleosome call,
sorted by nucleosome array length. Genes were then smoothed using a 10-gene moving
average, and stereotypic nucleosome positions were identified at local maxima with a
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change-point algorithm. Nucleosome positions between strains were then compared for
each nucleosome (+1, +2, …, TN).
Spectral Analysis of Nucleosome Maps
For each gene, we computed the power spectrum
(1)
and the normalized power spectrum

of the dyad density profile (

) between the 5’ and 3’ flanking nucleosomes. Power

spectra were computed using the JTransforms library.
Statistical Positioning Model
Nucleosome density was modeled as a fluid of hard rods17, also known as the
Tonks’ gas, that occupy b base pairs of DNA and can adsorb and move along DNA.
According to this model, the nucleosome density

at each position

from a barrier

is given by237:
(2)
In this equation, p represents the mean nucleosome density and H is the Heaviside
distribution. This equation was solved with numerical integration in MATLAB for each
gene in the yeast genome. Because the form of the energetic boundaries is not known a
priori, model predictions were convolved with a Gaussian (24bp) to match the form and
fuzziness observed in experimental +1 nucleosome measurements.
Data Sets
The yeast genome sequence (sacCer2, May 2006 build) and gene and
chromosome annotations were obtained from SGD238. Yeast transcription start and
termination sites were obtained from Nagalakshmi et al, 2008.
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Strains
Strains were constructed using standard PCR-based methods or acquired from
other researchers. We are grateful to Luc Gaudreau for providing strain KLY119 used for
Nhp6A ChIP, to Kevin Struhl for providing strain yDH419 used for Hmo1 ChIP, and to
Rick Young for providing strains Z1465 used for Rox1 ChIP and Z1580 used for Ixr1
ChIP. In addition, we thank David Stillman for providing strains DY150 and DY2382 used
for nucleosome mapping.
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CHAPTER V
THE NATURE OF NUCLEOSOME POSITIONING

Recent studies have been necessarily reductive10-12 in attempts to define the factors that
influence nucleosome positioning. From these studies the picture of how nucleosomes are
positioned, and ultimately the organization of genomes, is forming40,192,239. It seems likely that
multiple factors act simultaneously and non-uniformly across the genome to position
nucleosomes (Figure 5-1). Importantly, these different factors may work together to increase
the coding capacity of the genome and compartmentalize genome function.
In this chapter, I considered how one might fully understand the factors that influence
nucleosome positioning, or anything, for that matter, and how the organization of chromatin
might relate to the organization of any information system. I have little understanding of the
novelty of such thought, though I suspect similar ideas have already been proposed and
pursued. A version of this chapter was conceptualized in 2010 and was first circulated January
24, 2011. This version is presented here in a slightly edited form. An addendum to this original
version is also provided.

Figure 5-1. The simultaneous influence of many components on the organization of
nucleosome positioning.
Purpose
The following is a proposal about the nature of nucleosome positioning. It circumvents the very
real issue of quantifying the contributors to nucleosome positioning, and the proportion by which
they influence positioning. Instead, it designs a loose set of laws, which nucleosome positioning
must follow to resolve towards maximal information coding by DNA sequence and the
organizational structure of chromatin.
Defined Terms
Information Systems:

any system which allows for the storage of information; however

transient. (For the purposes of this document the information system is largely confined to DNA
sequence)
(Primary) Components: any part of the system which relies on directly interpreting the
information contained in the information system for its function (for the purposes of this
proposal, consider mostly those components which rely on interpreting the primary DNA
sequence (transcription factors, nucleosome, replication machinery)
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Higher Order Systems: Refers to amendments to the original information system, largely meant
to increase information capacity (a hypothetical example related to the current dominant
information system for life may be (ascending) RNA->DNA->DNA Methylation-> Nucleosome ->
and so on; keep in mind parallel or supplemental systems that are not directly related to the
primary system may also be considered higher order (e.g. insulin).
Evolutionary Space: The remaining possible change in the system which does not lead to death,
asexual quiescence, or sterility in sexual organisms, after subtracting the constraints of all
components of the information system within a particular environment and population.

In

theory, a non-reproducing part of the population could be maintained indirectly and confer a
benefit to the reproductive population and in this way is a component of the evolutionary space.
A particular DNA base in an individual in a coding region of a gene can change to any of three
other bases unless it is constrained in some way. This is its evolutionary space.
Evolvablity: While I am not completely aware of the actual definition, evolvability is used below
as a quantification of the constraint of any individual or component of the information system.
Laws
I currently believe, at least for the point of exercise or my enlightenment, the following laws to be
true about a DNA based system of information and by extension all information systems:

1) Information systems must maintain the capacity to change; to succeed in an
environment of unknown demands. I do not believe this is to be inherently true as the capacity
to change is never consciously developed or “maintained” by the system, nevertheless I have
left this statement as one that is paramount, until a more accurate and suitable method of
communicating the fundamentals of this property is defined. It is probably more accurate to say
information systems that have the capacity to change have been maintained, through
evolutionary time.
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2) More complex information systems contain more information. More is defined loosely as
the ability to access information efficiently and is not necessarily defined by the total number of
bases. Efficiently is purposely used ambiguously.

3) Components of the information system compete for resources. In this case a limited
amount of information space in the form of primary DNA bases.

4) The laws applied to the primary DNA sequence can be, more or less, applied to higher
order epigenetic, architectural, physiological, proteomic, or any other components of the
information system.

5) Given a inconstant environment, systems which require the use of the primary DNA
sequence (i.e., nucleosome, transcription factors) will eventually make use of the
minimum amount of information by which a maximum amount of information access is
achievable and which does not constrain other components of the system to the point of
organism detriments at the population level.

6) To increase capacity, information systems may expand linearly before higher order
systems evolve. For example, increased genome size.

7) Information systems are not aware of their information capacity, nor their future
capacity needs.

8) While any particular level of an information systems may have no hypothetical maximum
capacity for storage, in practice the “blindness” of the system places a maximum capacity
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on a particular information system order due to physical/chemical constraints. For example,
the convergence of information components on the same parts of the system (DNA bases), and
the need for information usage. Transcription factors with binding sites that become abundant,
widespread and important cannot change their binding preferences. A perfect system is not
designed a priori. This property begets the necessity of death.

9) Constraint will result in the evolution of an additional higher order information system
or the extinction of the original system, regardless of how similar it is to systems which are
successful in different environments or populations. This is analogous to the two base system
used for defining date in computers which led to Y2K.

10) Different components of the information system can place constraints on the same
DNA base or bases.

11) Not all components which use the information system have an equal requirement for
information usage, nor an equal importance to the propagation of information.

Nucleosome Positioning
Through application of these laws to the nature of nucleosome positioning I have a set of
predictions about how nucleosomes are positioned:
The major determinants of nucleosome positioning are considered to be DNA sequence,
statistical positioning, and chromatin remodelers (other transfactors).

It is not clear what

proportion of each of these contributes to nucleosome positioning.
DNA sequence: involves the particular affinity a nucleosome core particle has for a particular
stretch of DNA.
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Statistical positioning: While not explicitly shown to my knowledge, no nucleosome can reside
instantaneously on top of another one.
Chromatin remodelers is self explanatory, and perhaps a crutch in the field of nucleosome
positioning as this group of proteins have the conceptual power to position nucleosomes
wherever they want.
I suspect that to have nuclesome sequence be a direct and major contributor to the
positioning of every nucleosome in the genome to be too large of a constraint on the
evolution of the DNA bases to be tolerated. I am not saying this type of DNA defined
nucleosome positioning has been proposed by anyone. This suggests to me, considering the
laws defined above, that a method of minimizing the need for DNA mediated positioning of
nucleosomes, especially over transcribed regions (mRNA, ncRNA, etc) has evolved. This could
be performed by relying largely on statistical positioning and chromatin remodelers, making
strong positioning limited to a very few DNA sequences and the remainder of DNA sequence
space being generally “position neutral”. Alternatively, a similar effect of positioning could be
achieved by having subtle positioning affects achieved over a wide range of bases at all phases
of the nucleosome interface.

I argue against the latter because the codon based system of 3

bases is generally incongruous with the 10 base phasing seen for nucleosomes positioning,
making the usage of the wobble base generally ineffective at contributing to positioning.
If we assume that DNA sequence has been constrained to have a minimal, though not
necessarily a small, contribution to nucleosome positioning, there should be evidence this
organization exists. My current thoughts on nucleosome positioning have been largely shaped
by the following observations: Transcribed regions are defined by an AT rich transcriptional start
site and an AT rich transcriptional stop (Poly A) site (Figure 5-2). Considering the nucleosome
disfavoring properties of AT rich sequences this would allow for both flagging of important
regions of the genome by sequence (TBP), chromatin hallmarks (+1 nucleosome) and allowing
for maximal accessibility range of the DNA surrounding these regions (NFR’s). Furthermore if
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we consider a strong positioning boundary at gene ends, than a general system for nucleosome
positioning (even if imprecise) could be defined for coding regions “largely” independent of
sequence.

This sentiment may fit nicely with the existence of introns, which are at times

conspicuously the length of the region protected by a nucleosome. Under my current thinking
introns would serve as additional sites of strong nucleosome positioning signal, which might
boost nucleosome statistical positioning or provide additional order to gene coding regions
(through nucleosome positioning and regulatory sequence).

It is known that nucleosome

positioning is high at intron/exon boundaries240. An excellent test to the ideas proposed above
would be if the influence of introns and/or intron/exon boundaries on nucleosome positioning
dominated that of exons. If we view the distribution of regulatory sequences to generally be
outside of coding regions to prevent the overlapping constraint of transcription factor binding site
space and coding region space, why do we not view the same constraint for nucleosome
positioning space and transcribed region space? Why not all components of the system which
constrain DNA sequence?
DNA access compartmentalization
By extension one must then consider the mechanisms to constrain the pressure imposed by
other components of the DNA information system that rely on the DNA sequence. Namely
transcription factor binding sites, transcription start sites and the sequences that contribute to
the general properties of a promoter (RSC, chromatin remodeling binding sites, NFRs).

In

yeast, when components of chromatin are altered, including the Set2/RPD3 pathway, cryptic
initiation arises from the body of genes103. At the FLO8 cryptic promoter it was found that
TATA-like sequences were required for cryptic transcription and that these TATA sequences
were bound by TBP101,102. The argument that clear definition for transcription starts is critical to
transcriptional regulation will be met with little resistance. Then by extension components (both
positive and negative) have arisen to ensure that appropriate transcription initiation exists
(certainly not limited to Set2). In this way, similar to the hypothesized reduction of the sequence
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determined nucleosome positioning on the regions that are under high evolutionary constraint
(ie transcribed regions), chromatin components have, ensured that transcription factors
(transcription start sites, etc) can sample a large region of DNA space without constraining
coding regions (or of course any component of the systems which relies on DNA sequence).
That is, to allow for transcribed regions that normally would be bound by transcription factors or
result in promoter like sequence signatures to be generally unhindered by this selective
pressure (and vice versa)(Figure 5-2).
Furthermore, while the term chromatin remodeler, interpreted in its most loose sense,
may refer to any protein associated with DNA. I wish to reinforce the term transcription factor
remodeler, to merely suggest a class of proteins which act on transcription factors as they are
thought to act on nucleosomes (even if TF remodelers may mostly be nucleosomes
themselves).
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Figure 5-2. A hypothetical representation of the evolutionary constraints of different
components of the DNA system on DNA sequence.
Nucleosome Positioning and
Occupancy box: two hypothetical tracks for the constraint nucleosome positioning places on
DNA. These two scenarios are meant to be extremes of two different scenarios for the
evolutionary constraint of nucleosome positioning. Set2 deletion box: compare the hypothetical
constraint tracks for transcription factor binding sites and transcription start sites inside the box
and those which are a part of the larger figure.
Addendum
While the initial portions of this chapter are meant to be directed at all systems (social,
economic, religious, and human consciousness), in practice this may have been communicated
poorly. I submit here an additional set of generalizations about systems and suggest application
of these predictions to different types of systems.
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12) All systems (life) rely on gradients. All systems are Ponzi schemes.
13) Communication takes time. The storage, access, and interpretation of information takes
time. This property likely underlies our perception of time.
14) No two components of a system can be identical. Nothing can be identical. This is
because if one is able to distinguish two things, they must be different. The coordination of two
systems also must take time (#13) meaning that there is always lag in the coordination of any
two components (they are never identical). This likely underlies speciation/articulation.
15) All systems have a different capacity to be maintained because they are never identical.
Upon selection, systems that can propagate are reinforced and articulate by maintaining
gradients.
16) The ability to justify the property of initial articulation also explains its propagation.
The question of system articulation only has to be answered once. Once a higher information
state is first achieved this generates a new niche or foundation upon which a higher order
system can propagate, potentially creating another new niche, and so on.
17) All information is stored and interpreted through codes.

Codes if useable are

inherent simplifications of previous history. One uses previous information to face the
future (unknown).
18) All (new) knowledge is gained through simplification. A system can never fully sample
(be fully selected upon by) the physical world, nor is the preceding reality ever completely
correlated with the present (in living systems). Full sampling of the distribution of events in the
physical world is never energetically feasible. As a result ignorance is required for decision
making and identity. This invalidates the perception of an absolute truth. Absolute truth can
never be selected for (see also #13 and #14).
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19) By extension, the application, interpretation and design of science is inherently
religious. Without this religious component, the application of science should invalidate ones
identity and not justify it.
20) Information is only valuable if it is rare, it is only useful if it is interpretable, and scarce
information is frequently used to control. Attempts to apply science should be informed by this if
the principles of freedom and democracy are indeed valued.
21) Independent of the quality of the design of a system, individuals that do not have sufficient
information, will fail more often.

This property is quite independent from an individual’s

intelligence, and should be used as a ubiquitous warning if the inherent ignorance required for
worker specialization is a component of the systems design. Physical violence has been
replaced with intellectual violence.
22) Unhappiness is required to maintain freedom and perpetually avoid constraint; its avoidance
should not be the sole determinant of decision or policymaking. Nor should its avoidance be
routinely prescribed if a more free system is desired. Higher order systems rely on autonomic
action, which can be simplified. While sampling of higher order system development is
inevitable, it relies on the control of the underlying “individual” components, and has profound
impact on the freedom of the individual as higher order cultural systems become more
articulated. Perceived increases in goodness may solely be the result of a lagging physiology
relative to the environment, removal of moral choices, and survivor bias.
23) Human consciousness does not solve any fundamental problems related to the organization
of information or premonition. It is a system that stores, accesses, and tests information
relatively rapidly.
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APPENDIX A
A detailed protocol for galactose-induced competition ChIP
Time Course
1. Inoculate cultures to grow O/N in 50 ml of YPD (Alternatively grow a 5 ml culture O/N then
seed a 50 ml culture O/N) .
2. Inoculate 800 ml YPR in a 4L flask to a concentration of .20 O.D ( Genesys 20 Spec.).
3. Allow cells to double to a O.D. of .4 (~4.25 hours).
4. Arrest cells using 5 µM alpha-factor (400 µL of 10 mM GenScript) until 95% are in schmoo
confirmation (~3hrs).
5. Take time point at 0 min.
For each time point simultaneously:
a. Take 15 ml of yeast culture in 15 ml falcon, 2.5 min at 3000 rpm, resuspend in 1 ml ice
cold water, transfer to a 2ml twist top tube, , pour off water and quick freeze for RNA
preparation.
b. Take 2 ml quick spin in screw top tube, pour off supernatant and resuspend pellet in
60µl of protein extraction buffer PEB. Heat at 95ºC for 5 min. Quick spin. Quick freeze pellet
and PEB completely.
c. Take 35 ml of culture add to 1ml of 37% formaldehyde to final concentration of 1% in a
50 ml conical tube. Shake for 20 min at room temp. Quench with glycine to 125 mM (1.75
ml for 35ml culture) for 5 min at RT. Spin down 2.5 min at 3000 rpm, pour off supernatant,
resuspend in 1ml ice cold 1X PBS, transfer to 2ml screw top tube, quick spin, pour off
supernatant and quick freeze for ChIP.
6. Add 40% galactose to remaining 750 ml culture to a final concentration of 2% galactose.
7. Take time points at 0, 10,20 30,40, 50, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240 min.
Western Blot
1. Thaw protein sample on ice. Heat at 95º for 5min. Spin at 13K rpm for 5 min.
2. Load 15 µl of sample per lane. Blot as usual.
ChIP Sample Preparation
1. Thaw pellets in 1 ml Beadbeater lysis buffer. Repellet.
Beadbeater Lysis Buffer
50 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.5
10 mM MgCl2
150 mM KCL
0.1mM EDTA
10% Glycerol
0.1% NP-40
1 mM DTT
1x Protease Inhibitors
2. Resuspend pellet in 0.5 – 1 ml Beadbeater lysis buffer. Add ~ 1 ml of 0.5 mm glass beads.
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3. Lyse cells in mini-beadbeater-8 4x with 1 minute sessions on high. Ice for 2 minutes
between sessions.
4. Recover extract by puncturing the bottom of the screw top tubes with a needle and allowing
the lysate to drip into 15 ml conical tubes. May be accelerated by blowing air through the
screw top tubes. Add an additional 0.4 ml of Beadbeater lysis to each tube to wash out
remaining extract. Transfer lysates to 1.5 ml ependorf tubes.
5. Sonicate samples 4x each for 15 seconds (1 second on 0.5 seconds off) at 18% output. Ice
for 2 minutes between sessions.
6. Spin samples at full speed at 4° C for 5 minutes. Transfer supernatant to fresh ependorf
tubes and repeat.
7. Run out 10 µl of cleared sonicated lysate and 10 µl of cleared sonicated lysate digested with
RNAse and Proteinase K.
8. Determine protein concentrations by Bradford assay.
ChIP
9. Add 1 mg of lysate to fresh ependorf tubes and bring the volume to 500 µl with Beadbeater
lysis buffer. Take out 25 µl for the input.
10. Add antibody to the ChIP reactions. Add y300 anti-Rap1 at dilution of 1:70 (7 µl). Nutate at
4° C overnight.
11. Add 50 µl of Protein G beads (washed and resuspended 1 to 1 in IP Buffer) to each ChIP
reaction. Nutate at 4° C for 1.5 hours.
12. Wash beads 4x 15 minutes with 1 ml of IP Buffer.
IP Buffer
25 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.5
150 mM KCl
1 mM EDTA
12.5 mM MgCl2
0.1% NP-40
1 mM DTT
1x Protease Inhibitors
13. Elute IP material by adding 100 µl of IP Elution Buffer (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA,
1% SDS) to washed beads. Incubate at 65° C for 30 minutes.
14. Spin down beads and transfer supernatant to a fresh 1.5 ml ependorf tube.
15. Repeat step 13+14 with 50 µl IP Elution Buffer. Pool the supernatants from step 14.
DNA Analysis
16. Incubate the ChIP material and Inputs (diluted to 150 µl with IP Elution Buffer) at 65° C
overnight to reverse crosslinks.
17. Add an equal volume of TE pH 7.4, 1 µl of 20 mg/ml Glycogen and Proteinase K to 100
µg/ml. Incubate at 37° C for 2 hours.
18. Purify samples with Zymo columns. Elute in 25 µl TE pH 7.4.
19. Add 0.5 µl of RNAse A (10 mg/ml) to each sample. Incubate at 37° C for 30 minutes.
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